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Gj

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code sections 78A-3-102(3)G) and
78A-4-103(2)(j).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
Issue 1: Under Utah law, the statute of limitations on a claim begins to run when

each of the elements of the claim is satisfied, including damages. Here, the district court
determined that National Title's and Rowley's claims accrued in May 2010 even though
they did not suffer any damages until late 2013. Did the district court err by dismissing
the claims as untimely?
Standard ofReview: "The propriety of a trial court's decision to grant ... a
motion to dismiss under rule 12(b)(6) is a question oflaw," which this Court "review[s]
for correctness." 1 In reviewing such a decision, this Court "'accept[s] the factual
allegations in the complaint as true and interpret[s] those facts and all reasonable
inferences drawn therefrom in a light most favorable to the plaintiff as the nonmoving
party."'2 Likewise, the "determination of whether the trial court properly concluded that
the statute of limitations expired ... is a question oflaw," which this Court "review[s] for
~

correctness. " 3

Pierucci v. Pierucci, 2014 UT App 163, ,r 6, 331 P .3d 7 (internal quotation marks
omitted).
1

2

Id. (quoting Russell Packard Dev., Inc. v. Carson, 2005 UT 14, ,r 3, 108 P.3d 741).

3

State v. Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Co., 2002 UT 75, ,r 11, 52 P.3d 1257.
1

\JIU
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Preservation in the Record: National Title and Rowley preserved this issue in
their memorandum in Opposition to Chase Bank's motion to dismiss. 4
Issue 2: Utah law requires district courts to "freely give permission" to file an

amended complaint, unless the proposed amendment is untimely, unduly prejudicial, or
futile. 5 A complaint is futile if it would not withstand a motion to dismiss. 6 Here,
National Title sought leave to file an amended complaint within two years after its claims
accrued. Did the district court err in concluding that the claims in the amended complaint
were untimely and denying the motion to amend as futile?
Standard ofReview: A district court's determination that a proposed amended
complaint is untimely and therefore futile presents a legal issue, which this Court reviews
for correctness. 7
Preservation in the Record: National Title and Rowley preserved this claim in
their reply memorandum supporting the motion to amend. 8

4

R.148-152.

5

See Utah R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2); Dahl v. Dahl, 2015 UT 79, ,r 162, --- P.3d ---.

6

See Jensen v. IHC Hosps., Inc., 2003 UT 51, ,r 139, 82 P .3d 1076.

7

See Gary Porter Constr. v. Fox Constr., Inc., 2004 UT App 354, ,r 30, 101 P.3d 371.

8

See R.304-314.
2
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DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS
The following statutory provisions are determinative of certain issues presented by
this appeal:

Utah Code Ann.§ 78B-2-307(3)
An action may be brought within four years ... for relief not otherwise provided
for by law.

Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-lll(l)
If any action is timely filed and the judgment for the plaintiff is reversed, or
if the plaintiff fails in the action or upon a cause of action otherwise than
upon the merits, and the time limited either by law or contract for
commencing the action has expired, the plaintiff, or if he dies and the cause
of action survives, his representatives, may commence a new action within
one year after the reversal or failure.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case, Statement of Facts

This case requires the Court to determine whether the Appellants' claims are
timely under principles of claim accrual and the applicable statute of limitations.
Appellant National Title Agency, LLC ("National Title") was formed in 2006 by the
other appellant, William D. Rowley ("Rowley"). 9 Between 2006 and late December
V@

2013, National Title was a licensed escrow and title agent that closed commercial and
residential real estate transactions in Utah. 10 In that capacity, National Title regularly
held funds in escrow for parties to such transactions and released those funds when the

9

See R.2. National Title's recitation of the pertinent facts draws from the allegations in
the Complaint and the Amended Complaint, which this Court must accept as true on
appeal. See Russell Packard Dev., Inc. v. Carson, 2005 UT 14, ,r 3, 108 P.3d 741.
IO R. 2 .
3
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transactions closed. 11 National Title maintained one of its escrow accounts at JP Morgan
Chase, NA ("Chase Bank") in Salt Lake City, Utah. 12 From the time National Title
opened its escrow account with Chase Bank (the "Trust Account'), Chase Bank knew
that none of the deposits in the Trust Account belonged to National Title; rather, each
deposit consisted of escrow funds from third parties intended to close a real estate
transaction. 13 Utah law prohibits depository institutions holding escrow funds (like
Chase Bank) from using those funds to satisfy obligations incurred by an escrow agent
(like National Title). 14
In about October 2013, National Title discovered that more than $600,000 in
escrow funds were missing from the Trust Account. 15 Chase Bank apparently released
those funds to satisfy two garnishments levied against National Title in two cases
pending before the Third District of Utah-Hill, et al. v. Tibbits, et al., Case No.
080921870, and Bell, et al. v. Hemsley et al., Case No. 080902845. 16 Chase Bank
released the escrow funds even though it knew the money did not belong to National

11

R.2.

12

R.2.

13

R.3.

14

R.7; Utah Code Ann. § 31A-23a-409(5) ("A depository institution or other
organization holding trust funds under this section may not offset or impound trust
account funds against debts and obligations incurred by the licensee.").
ts R.3.
16

R.3.
4
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Title, and Chase Bank also failed to provide adequate notice to National Title as required
by Utah law.

17

In the Bell case, for example, Chase Bank received the writ of garnishment on
April 21, 2010, along with interrogatories to the garnishee.

18

Chase Bank did not answer

the interrogatories or provide notice to National Title that it had received the writ of
garnishment or the interrogatories. 19 Then, on May 17, 2010, Chase Bank received an
order to show cause regarding its failure to respond to the interrogatories.

20

Even though

Utah law required Chase Bank to serve the writ and interrogatories on National Title and
allow National Title twenty days to object (twenty-one under the current rule), Chase
Bank released $89,783.84 from the Trust Account that same day without contacting
National Title. 21 It did not even prepare a response to the interrogatories until May 24,
2010, one week after it had already released the funds.

22

Similarly, in the Hill case, Chase Bank received a writ of garnishment and
interrogatories on about August 12, 2010. 23 Chase Bank served the judgment creditor
with a completed response to the interrogatories on August 24, 2010, which identified
eight National Title accounts containing $115,829.47 and correctly omitted the Trust

t7

R.3-5.

1sR.4.
19R.4.
20R.4.
21
R.4; see also Utah R. Civ. P. 64D(g), (h), (i) (2010); Utah R. Civ. P. 64E(d).
22R.4.
23R.4.
5
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Account.

24

On September 16, 2010, after Chase Bank had received a letter from the

judgment creditor requesting payment of the $115,829.47, Chase Bank prepared an
amended response to the interrogatories identifying the Trust account as simply a
"checking account." 25 Four days later, instead of serving the writ and interrogatories on
National Title and waiting the requisite twenty days to allow National Title time to
respond (twenty-one days under the current rule), Chase Bank released $514,088.32 from
the Trust Account to satisfy the garnishment. 26 All of this money belonged to third
parties seeking to close real estate transactions, not National Title.27
Chase Bank's actions had significant consequences. After discovering the
shortfall in the Trust Account, National Title immediately notified its underwriter, First
American Title Insurance Company ("FirstAmerican"). 28 Under Utah law, the
underwriter-First American-is responsible to compensate the third parties whose
escrow funds were lost as a result of the shortfall in National Title's Trust Account. 29

24R.4.
25 R.5.
26 R.5.
27 R.3.
28

R.5.

29 R.5; see also Utah Code Ann.§ 31A-23a-407(1) ("Subject to the other provisions in
this section, a title insurer that appoints an individual title insurance producer or an
agency title insurance producer is liable to a buyer, seller, borrower, lender, or third party
that deposits money with the individual title insurance producer or agency title insurance
producer for the receipt and disbursement of money deposited with the individual title
insurance producer or agency title insurance producer for a transaction when a
commitment for a policy of title insurance of that title insurer is ordered, issued, or
distributed or a title insurance policy of that title insurer is issued, except that once a title
6
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V.P

First American made a written demand on National Title soon thereafter, requesting that
National Title reimburse First American for any payments it would be required to make

°

as a result of the Trust Account shortfall. 3 First American then sued National Title and
Rowley individually on November 26, 2013, seeking reimbursement of any funds First
American would have to pay to third parties due to the Trust Account shortfall.

31

As part of the lawsuit, First American exercised its right under an agency
vii

agreement with National Title to assume responsibility for any remaining escrow funds in
National Title's possession. And it also demanded that National Title immediately
transfer all such funds to First American. 32 In early December 2013, the court in the First
American lawsuit entered a preliminary injunction requiring National Title to transfer all
escrow funds to First American and to allow First American to assume responsibility for
all remaining National Title escrow accounts.33 First American then terminated its
relationship with National Title. 34
Two years later, Garff Properties-Lehi, LLC ("Garff') sued National Title and
Rowley personally in the Fourth District of Utah, Case No. 150401434.35 Garff had

insurer is named in an issued commitment only that title insurer is liable as a title insurer
under this section.").

30R.6.
31

R.6.

32

R.256.

33

R.256-257.

34

R.257.

35

R.6.
7
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deposited funds in the Trust Account and sued National Title and Rowley for a variety of
claims, seeking to recover its lost escrow funds from National Title. 36
As a direct result of Chase Bank's improper release of the escrow funds, National
Title went out of business at the end of December 2013, and Rowley's reputation in the
title insurance industry was irreparably damaged. 37 National Title and Rowley are now
both embroiled in lawsuits brought by parties seeking repayment of the improperly
released escrow funds. 38 National Title and Rowley filed a third-party complaint against
Chase Bank in the First American lawsuit on September 18, 2015.39 Judge Kimball
eventually dismissed the third-party complaint without prejudice on January 28, 2016,
citing federal abstention principlcs.40

Course of the Proceedings, Disposition Below
National Title and Rowley filed their complaint against Chase Bank in this case on
March 15, 2016. 41 They sought damages for breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty,
negligence per se, and equitable indemnification. 42 Chase Bank moved to dismiss the
complaint, arguing (among other things) that each of those claims had accrued in 2010
when Chase Bank released escrow funds from the Trust Account, so all of them were

36

R.257.

37

R.6, 257.

38

R.6, 257.

39

See R.317-326.

40

See R.328-333.

41

R.1-10.

42

R.1-10.
8
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untimely. 43 National Title opposed the motion to dismiss and moved for leave to file an
amended complaint.44 Chase Bank opposed the motion to amend, arguing that because
National Title's claims were untimely, the proposed amendment was futile. 45
The district court dismissed the complaint and denied the motion to amend. 46 It
concluded that National Title's and Rowley's claims "accrued in 2010 when the funds
were garnished from its Trust Account." 47 In so holding, the court explained that "[a]s
trustee of the escrowed funds, National Title had a duty to maintain, account for, and
safeguard these funds," so it "should have known the Trust Account had been garnished
no later than the month after the Trust Account was garnished."48 The court determined
that "National Title was damaged as soon as the garnished funds left the Trust Account
because National Title was overdrawn and would no longer be able to furnish the
escrowed funds back to its customers."49 As a result, the "latest National Title could
have a"serted claims for breach of fiduciary duty and negligence per se was September

2014," one year before National Title filed the third-party complaint against Chase Bank
in the First American lawsuit. 50 Rather than analyze Rowley's separate claims against

43

R.27-37.

44

R.143-166; R.243-249.

45

R.266-270.

46

R.337-341.

47

R.338.

48

R.338-39.

49

R.339.

50

R.339.
9
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~

Chase Bank, which, as explained below, could not possibly have accrued in 2010 because
Rowley (unlike National Title) was never a trustee of the funds in the Trust Account, the
court simply concluded that "Plaintiffs' claims for breach of fiduciary duty and
negligence per se are time barred and the claims will be dismissed with prejudice." 51 The
court reached the same conclusion regarding the breach of contract claim 52 and entered a
final judgment on August 31, 2016. 53 This appeal followed.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
Under Utah law, a statute of limitations does not begin to run until all the elements
of the claim are satisfied. That means even if the defendant's conduct creates a
possibility or probability of future harm, the plaintiff cannot bring a claim-and the
limitations period does not begin to run-until the plaintiff actually sustains damages.
Here, the district court concluded that National Title's and Rowley's claims for breach of
fiduciary duty, negligence per se, and breach of contract all accrued when Chase Bank
improperly released escrow funds from the Trust Account in 2010. But that conclusion
incorrectly conflates the $600,000 in improperly disbursed funds, which belonged to
National Title's customers, with the financial harm National Title and Rowley first
suffered in November 2013.

SI

R.339.

52

R.339. As to the equitable indemnification claim, the district concluded that the claim
would not accrue until judgments had been entered against National Title and Rowley in
the First American and Garff lawsuits. R.340. The court dismissed the claim without
prejudice on that basis. R.340. National Title and Rowley do not challenge that aspect of
the court's decision in this appeal.
53

R.343.
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With respect to National Title, even if it had a legal right to seek return of the
escrow funds sometime between 2010 and 2013, that was not the claim before the district
court-National Title did not sue Chase Bank for return of the $600,000, nor is that
figure in any way the proper measure of National Title's damages for the claims it
actually brought. Instead, National Title was driven out of business and forced to defend
itself in two separate lawsuits as a direct result of Chase Bank's improper release of

v:a
escrow funds from the Trust Account. Because none of these damages materialized until
November 2013, each of National Title's claims accrued (at the earliest) on that date.
The district court's reasoning makes even less sense with respect to Rowley. It is
beyond dispute that Rowley, in his individual capacity, never had standing to sue Chase
Bank for return of the escrow funds. After all, the Trust Account was held at Chase Bank
by National Title, not Rowley, so Rowley was never a trustee of those funds. Yet
because of Chase Bank's improper release of the escrow funds, Rowley's reputation in
the title insurance industry has been harmed, and he now faces two lawsuits against him
personally brought by First American and Garff. Rowley did not suffer any of these
damages until November 2013, when First American filed suit, and September 2015,
when Garff brought its lawsuit. His claims against Chase could not have accrued before
those dates.
Because National Title's and Rowley's claims accrued (at the earliest) in
November 2013, the claims are all timely. The statute of limitations on claims for breach
of fiduciary duty and negligence per se is four years. National Title and Rowley filed
their complaint in March 2016, long before the limitations period on these claims
11
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expired. The same is true of National Title's breach of contract claim. Even though a
contractual two-year limitation period applies to that claim, Utah's Savings Statute
provides an exception to limitations periods if (1) the claims are initially timely filed; (2)
the claims are dismissed without prejudice after the initial limitations period expires; and
(3) the plaintiff refiles the claims in a new action within one year of the previous
dismissal. Here, National Title filed a timely breach of contract action against Chase
Bank in September 2015, two months before the limitation period would have expired in
November 2015. The federal district court dismissed that claim without prejudice in
January 2016, several months after the original limitation period expired. National Title
filed this lawsuit two months later, well within the one-year extension provided by the
Savings Statute. Each of National Title's claims is timely, and the district court erred in
concluding otherwise.
For similar reasons, the district court erred in denying National Title's motion to
amend. District courts freely grant such motions unless the proposed amendment is
untimely, unduly prejudicial, or futile. Here, the district court's exclusive basis for
denying the motion was futility, based on its determination that National Title's claims
accrued in 2010 and were therefore untimely. But because the claims accrued several
years later, they are all timely, and the proposed amendment was not futile. The Court
should reverse the district court's ruling in its entirety.

12
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ARGUMENT

I.

National Title's and Rowley's Claims Accrued in 2013 and 2015.

A. National Title and Rowley did not sustain any damages until the First
American Lawsuit
Utah law provides that a statute of limitations does not begin to run until the cause
of action accrues. 54 For tort claims such as negligence and breach of fiduciary duty, 55 the
claim "accrues when all its elements come into being and the claim is actionable." 56
Negligence has four elements: duty, breach, causation, and damages, all of which must be
present before the statute of limitations on the claim begins to run. 57 A breach of
fiduciary duty claim also has four elements: "the defendant owed a duty, the defendant
breached the duty, the plaintiff suffered damages, and the plaintiff's damages were
actually and proximately caused by the defendant's breach." 58 Because damage is an
essential element of both claims, neither claim is "actionable" until "there is actual loss or
damage resulting to the" plaintiff. 59 As a consequence, even in instances where the

54

See Spears v. Warr, 2002 UT 24, ,I 33, 44 P.3d 742 (noting that statute of limitations
will not run until all events necessary to complete a cause of action have occurred);
Retherford v. AT& T Commc 'ns of Mountain States, Inc., 844 P .2d 949, 975 (Utah 1992).
55

See Norman v. Arnold, 2002 UT 81, ,I 35, 57 P.3d 997 ("In Utah, a claim for breach of
fiduciary duty is an independent tort ....").
56

Retherford, 844 P.2d at 975.

57

See Williams v. Melby, 699 P.2d 723, 726 (Utah 1985) (listing the elements of
negligence); Riggs v. Asbestos Corp. Ltd., 2013 UT App 86, 114, 304 P.3d 61 ("A tort
cause of action accrues when it becomes remediable in the courts, that is, when all
elements of a cause of action come into being.").
58

Giles v. Mineral Res. Int'/, Inc., 2014 UT App 259, ,I 6, 338 P.3d 825.

59

Seale v. Gowans, 923 P .2d 1361, 1364 (Utah 1996) (internal quotation marks omitted).
13

~
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defendant's conduct has created "a possibility" or "a probability[] of future harm," the
plaintiff must "wait until some harm manifests itself' to assert a claim. 60
For example, in Riggs v. Asbestos Corporation, a woman suffering from
mesothelioma filed a negligence claim against thirty-two companies who sold or installed
asbestos or asbestos-containing products.

61

Even though the woman's exposure to

asbestos predated her diagnosis by many years, and despite evidence that she had already
ijii;,

suffered some "cell damage and scarring," the Utah Court of Appeals concluded that the
negligence claim did not accrue "until her diagnosis in July 2007." 62 Prior to that date,
her "development of mesothelioma was only a possibility in light of her exposure to
asbestos. "

63

The Utah Supreme Court reached a similar conclusion in Seal v. Gowans. 64 In that
case, a physician misdiagnosed a cancer patient, causing "a dramatic decrease" in the
patient's "chance of survival." 65 The patient brought a medical malpractice claim in 1991
when the cancer resurfaced-three years after her misdiagnosis. 66 The district court
dismissed the claim as untimely under the applicable two-year statute of limitations, but

~
60

Riggs, 2013 UT App 86, ,r 14 (internal quotation marks omitted).

61

Id.

62

,r 2.
Id. ,r 15.

63

Id.

64

923 P.2d 1361 (Utah 1996).

65

Id. at 1365.

66

Id. at 1362.
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the supreme court reversed. 67 It concluded that the claim accrued when the cancer
"appeared in [the patient's] hip" three years later, not when the physician initially
misdiagnosed her condition. 68 The supreme court noted that "without proof of actual
damages, an alleged claim for enhanced risk [of future harm] is not adequate to sustain a
cause of action." 69 And absent such "actual harm or damages, the limitations period" on
the cause of action "will not accrue." 70
Here, the district court misapplied these principles. Beginning with National
Title's claims, the Court erroneously determined that National Title "was damaged as
soon as the garnished funds left the Trust Account because National Title was overdrawn
and would no longer be able to furnish the escrowed funds back to its customers." 71 But
the money taken from the Trust Account did not belong to National Title; it belonged to
National Title's customers.

72

So even if National Title could have sued Chase Bank to

have those funds returned to the Tmst Account, there wa~ no legal hasis for National
Title to seek an award of those funds as damages for Chase Bank's negligence and breach
of fiduciary duties. And moreover, National Title has not brought any claims in this
lawsuit seeking return of the improperly released escrow funds. Instead, it seeks
wp)

damages that first arose in November 2013 when First American terminated its
61

Id. at 1363, 1365.

68

Id. at 1365.
69 Id.
70

Id. at 1364.

71

R.339.

n R.3.
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relationship with National Title and filed suit, which forced National Title out of
business. 73 Chase Bank's actions are directly analogous to the asbestos exposure in Riggs
and the physician's misdiagnosis in Seale in this regard-the improper garnishment may
have increased the probability of future harm to National Title, but as the Seale court
made clear, "damages in the form of an enhanced risk" of future harm "are not sufficient
to start the running of the statute of limitations." 74 National Title's negligence and breach
of fiduciary duty claims did not accrue until at least November 26, 2013.
Further, National Title's breach of contract claim accrued on the same day as the
breach of fiduciary duty and negligence claims. National Title's account agreement with
Chase Bank provides that claims "in connection wilh Accounts ... must be brought
against the Bank within two (2) years of the occurrence of the cause of action." 75 This
language mirrors the accrual principles articulated by Utah courts, which provide that
claims do not accrue until "the last event necessary to complete the cause of action ...
occur[s]."76 Because "damages" is "an essential element[]" of a breach of contract
claim, 77 it follows that a plaintiff cannot maintain a cause of action for breach until it has
sustained some damage. In most cases, the date of the breach is the same day upon
which the plaintiff sustains damages, which is why Utah courts have held that such

73

R.6.

74

Seale, 923 P.2d at 1365.

75

R.178 (emphasis added).

76

Spears, 2002 UT 24, ,r 34.

77

Eleopu/os v. McFarland and Hullinger, LLC, 2006 UT App 352, ,I 10, 145 P.3d 1157.
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actions generally accrue on the date of the breach.

78

But if damages do not arise until

after the breach occurs, the claim does not accrue until that date.
In Brigham Young University v. Pfizer, Inc., for example, BYU sued Pfizer for,
among other things, breaching a contract for the development of a new drug.

79

Pfizer

argued that the breach of contract claim was untimely based on the date of the breach.

80

The court rejected that argument, holding that because "a cause of action does not begin
to accrue until damages are suffered," and because "damage did not occur in this case
until 1999[] when Pfizer started" selling a drug developed through BYU's research, the
breach of contract claim did not accrue until 1999 when BYU sustained damages, years
after the date of the initial breach. 81
This case presents unique circumstances similar to Pfizer. As noted above, Chase
Bank breached the account terms in 2010 when it improperly released the escrow funds.
But just as BYU did not sustain damages until sometime after Pfizer's hreach, National
Title did not suffer any damages as a result of Chase Bank's actions until three years
later-November 26, 2013 at the earliest. The breach of contract claim could not have
accrued prior to that date.

78

See, e.g., S&G Inc. v. lntermountain Power Agency, 913 P.2d 735, 740 (Utah 1996).

79

No. 2:06-cv-890, 2012 WL 868809, *1-2 (D. Utah Mar. 13, 2012).

80

Id. at *6.
Id.

8t
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B. National Title's status as a trustee prior to December 2013 is
irrelevant.
The district court's decision to dismiss National Title's claims is flawed for an
additional reason. It rests entirely on the false premise that National Title was a trustee
over the escrow funds throughout the limitation period. 82 In its written order, the court
first noted that National Title, "[a]s trustee of the escrowed funds, ... had a duty to
maintain, account for, and safeguard these funds. National Title also had a duty to
reconcile the monthly bank statements for the Trust Account and maintain account
registers with a running balance to show from whom the funds were received and for
whom the funds were held." 83 As a result, the district court conclu<le<l, "National Title
knew or should have known the Trust Account had been garnished no later than the
month after the Trust Account was garnished," so "National Title was damaged as soon
as the garnished funds left the Trust Account. " 84 Once the Trust Account was
"overdrawn," National Title "would no longer be able to furnish the escrowed funds back
to its customers." 85 Thus, the court held, "the latest National Title could have asserted
claims for breach of fiduciary duty and negligence per se was September 2014," four
years after Chase Bank released the funds. 86

82

See R.338.

83

R.338 ( citation omitted).

84

R.338-39.

85

R.339.

86

R.339.
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The district court's reasoning overlooks the fact that First American assumed all
responsibility for any missing escrow funds in December 2013-almost a whole year
before the court determined the limitation period had expired. Under Utah law and First
American's agency agreement with National Title, First American is ultimately
responsible to the parties whose funds were improperly garnished.

87

First American

formally assumed its responsibility in December 2013 by suing National Title and
obtaining a court order requiring National Title to transfer all escrow funds and authority
over its escrow accounts to First American. 88 As a result, between December 2013 and
September 2014 (the date the court determined National Title's claims expired), National
Title had no legal right to sue for return of the missing escrow funds. That right belonged
to First American, who had replaced National Title as trustee over those funds.
This flaw in the district court's reasoning highlights the critical difference between
the claims National Title could have brought as tmstee and the claims it actually brought
against Chase Bank in this case. Whatever legal right National Title had to sue for return
of the escrow funds was extinguished in December 2013 along with its status as a trustee.

87

R.256; Utah Code Ann. § 31A-23a-407(1) ("Subject to the other provisions in this
section, a title insurer that appoints an individual title insurance producer or an agency
title insurance producer is liable to a buyer, seller, borrower, lender, or third party that
deposits money with the individual title insurance producer or agency title insurance
producer for the receipt and disbursement of money deposited with the individual title
insurance producer or agency title insurance producer for a transaction when a
commitment for a policy of title insurance of that title insurer is ordered, issued, or
distributed or a title insurance policy of that title insurer is issued, except that once a title
insurer is named in an issued commitment only that title insurer is liable as a title insurer
under this section.").
88

R.256--57.
19
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After that, National Title sued Chase Bank for financial harm it had sustained as a result
of the First American lawsuit, which drove National Title out ofbusiness. 89 But the
district court erroneously held that National Title's ability to pursue claims in its capacity
as trustee for return of the missing funds somehow rendered the separate and distinct
claims it brought against Chase Bank for harm to its business untimely. The court's
decision to dismiss National Title's claims should be reversed.
C. The district court's analysis does not apply to Rowley's claims.

In dismissing National Title's and Rowley's claims against Chase Bank, the
district court failed to engage in a separate analysis of Rowley's claims. Instead, as noted
above, the court simply lumped National Title's claims together with Rowley's claims,
concluding that because Chase Bank released the escrow funds in September 2010 and
National Title was a "trustee over the escrowed funds," the "latest National Title could
have asserted claims for breach of fiduciary duty and negligence was September 2014 .
. . . Accordingly, Plaintiffs' [both National Title's and Rowley's] claims for breach of
fiduciary duty and negligence per se are time barred and the claims will be dismissed
with prejudice." 90 Even if the district court was correct as to National Title, which
National Title disputes for the reasons set forth above, it was mistaken as to Rowley. The
Trust Account was not in Rowley's name; it was in National Title's name. And unlike
National Title and First American, Rowley was never a trustee over any of the escrow
funds. If any such lawsuit would have been brought, it could only have been brought by
89

R.257.

90

R.338-39.
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National Title, which itself lost the capacity to do so when First American assumed
control of the Trust Account in December 2013. Accordingly, there was no legal basis
for Rowley to sue Chase Bank in his individual capacity for return of the escrow funds
into the Trust Account.
Rowley did not personally suffer financial harm of any kind from the release of
the escrow funds from the Trust Account until he was sued personally by First American
in November 2013 and Garff in September 2015. The lawsuits significantly damaged his
reputation in the title insurance industry and forced him to incur attorney fees and other
costs to defend himself that never would have arisen but for Chase Bank's conduct.
None of these adverse consequences materialized until late 2013, so Rowley's claims
against Chase Bank could not have accrued before then.

II.

National Title's and Rowley's Claims are Timely.

Because National Title's and Rowley's claims accrued in November 2013 (at the
earliest), each claim is timely. The statute of limitations on claims for negligence and
breach of fiduciary duty is four years. 91 National Title and Rowley filed their complaint
in this lawsuit in March 2016, well before the limitations period would have expired in
November 2017. 92

91

See Utah Code Ann.§ 78B-2-307; Lilley v. JP Morgan Chase, 2013 UT App 285,, 11,
317 P .3d 4 70 (noting that a "negligence action must be filed within the four-year statute
of limitations period"); Russell/Packard Dev., Inc. v. Carson, 2003 UT App 316, , 11, 78
P .3d 616 (noting that a claim for "breach of fiduciary duty" is "subject to a four-year
statute of limitations").
92

R.1-15.
21
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The same is true of the breach of contract claim. While the statute of limitations
on a written contract is ordinarily six years, the parties' account agreement contains a
contractual two-year limitation period,93 which would have expired in November 2015four months before the complaint was filed in this case. 94 But Utah's Savings Statute
"provides an exception" to limitation periods when three conditions are satisfied: (1) "a
party files its action before the expiration of the statute of limitations"; (2) "the action is
dismissed for any reason other 'than upon the merits' after the expiration of the
applicable limitations period"; and (3) the plaintiff "refile[s] its claims in a 'new action'
within one year of the previous dismissal. " 95 The statute applies to claims filed in both
state and federal court,96 and a plaintiff who satisfies each of these conditions can extend
limitations periods provided "either by law or by contract."91 As demonstrated below,
National Title satisfies each of these conditions.
First, National Title timely filed an action in the Federal District of Utah. National
Title filed a third-party complaint against Chase Bank in the First American lawsuit on

93

R.178.

94

See R.1-15.

95

Norton v. Hess, 2016 UT App 108, 19,374 P.3d 49; see also Utah Code Ann.§ 78B2-111(1).

96

Rhoades v. Wright, 622 P .2d 343, 350 (Utah 1980) ("[W]e hold that the [Savings
Statute] applies and extends the time to bring a suit to one year after the dismissal of the
federal action, a limitation complied with in this case.").
97

Utah Code Ann.§ 78B-2-111(1) (emphasis added).
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September 8, 2015, 98 two months before the statute of limitations would have expired on
its breach of contract claim. 99 The first requirement under the Savings Statute is satisfied.
Second, the federal action was dismissed "otherwise than upon the merits" after
the two-year limitation period would have expired. 100 As noted above, Judge Kimball
dismissed National Title's third-party complaint without prejudice on federal abstention
grounds in January 2016. 101 Because the two-year limitation period had already expired
on November 26, 2015 (two years after National Title was sued by First American), 102
the third-party complaint was dismissed two months after the limitation period had run,
satisfying the Savings Statute's second requirement.
Third, National Title filed a new action against Chase Bank within one year.
National Title filed its complaint in this case on March 15, 2016, which is ten months
before the anniversary of Judge Kimball's order dismissing the third-party complaint
from the First American lawsuit. 103 For these reasons, N~tional Title satisfies all three
requirements under the Savings Statute, and the two-year limitation period does not bar
National Title's breach of contract claim.

(ii

98

R.317-326.

99

See supra Section I.

100

See Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-111 ( 1).

101

See R.328-333.

102

See supra Section I.

103

See R.1-15, 328-333.
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III.

National Title and Rowley Should be Granted Leave to Amend.

Because National Title's and Rowley's claims are all timely, the district court
erred in denying the motion to amend. Under Utah Rule of Civil Procedure lS{a),
litigants may amend a pleading with leave of court. 104 Although district courts generally
have discretion in deciding whether to grant a motion to amend, the rule provides that
"permission" to amend should be "freely give[ n] ... when justice so requires." 105
Ordinarily, district courts should grant leave to amend, but they have discretion to deny
amendments that are untimely or unduly prejudicial. 106 In contrast, the decision to deny a
motion to amend as futile is not discretionary; rather, it is a purely legal determination
that appellate courts review by conducting their own analysis regarding the legal
sufficiency of the proposed amendment. 107 An amended pleading is "futile" if it "'would
not withstand a motion to dismiss."' 108

104

Utah R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2).

to5

Id.

106

See Dahl v. Dahl, 2015 UT 79, if 162; Jensen v. IHC Hosps., Inc., 2003 UT 51, if 139,
82 P.3d 1076.
Gary Porter Constr. v. Fox Constr., Inc., 2004 UT App 354, ,r 30, 101 P.3d 371
("However, where one of the reasons the nonmoving party provides for denying the
motion to amend is that the statute of limitations bars the claim, the analysis is not the
weighing of equitable factors under rule 15(a), but rather a legal determination regarding
whether the amendment would be futile."); accord Cohen v. Longshore, 621 F.3d 1311,
1314 (10th Cir. 2010) ("Although we generally review for abuse of discretion a district
court's denial of leave to amend a complaint, when this denial is based on a
determination that [the] amendment would be futile, our review for abuse of discretion
includes de novo review of the legal basis for the finding of futility." (internal quotation
marks omitted)).
107

Shah v. lntermountain Healthcare, Inc., 2013 UT App 261, ,r 9, 314 P.3d 1079
(quoting Jensen v. lHC Hosps., Inc., 2003 UT 51, 1139, 82 P.3d 1076).
108
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Here, the district court did not make any discretionary determinations about the
timeliness or prejudice of the proposed amendment. Instead, it denied the motion to
amend as "futile" because "the statute of limitations ha[d] run" on all of National Title's
and Rowley's claims. 109 But as demonstrated above in Sections I and II, the earliest the
limitations period on the negligence and breach of fiduciary duty claims could have run is
November 26, 2017, long after National Title and Rowley filed their complaint in this
case. Further, the breach of contract claim is timely under the Savings Statute. The
district court accordingly erred in denying the motion to amend, and this Court should
reverse its ruling.

CONCLUSION
A cause of action does not accrue until the plaintiff sustains damages. This is true
even if a defendant's conduct creates a future likelihood of harm. In this case, Chase
Bank improperly released funds from National Title's Trust Account in September 2010.
Three years later, Chase Bank's actions caused First American to terminate its
relationship with National Title and sue both National Title and Rowley personally for
the missing funds. The lawsuit forced National Title out of business and irreparably
~

damaged Rowley's reputation in the title insurance industry. It is for these injurieswhich did not occur until November 2013-that National Title and Rowley have sought
compensation from Chase Bank. National Title has not sued Chase Bank to recover the
escrow funds as compensation, nor could it. That money never belonged to National

109

R.341.
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Title in the first place, and it certainly did not belong to Rowley personally. Under
National Title's agency agreement with First American and Utah law, First American has
assumed all responsibility for escrow funds that had previously been in a National Title
escrow account. So the district court's rationale-which rests entirely on National Title's
status as trustee over the escrow funds-is unsound. As of December 2013, National
Title was no longer the trustee, and Rowley was never a trustee of the escrow funds in his
individual capacity. National Title's and Rowley's claims therefore accrued in 2013
when they sustained actual damages, not 2010, so they are all timely. This Court should
reverse the district court's decision concluding otherwise.
DATED this 24th day of January, 2017.
BENNETT TuELLER JOHNSON & DEERE

n
M. Merriman
Attorneys for Appellants
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Case 2:13-cv-01055-DAK-DBP Document 51 Filed 05/08/15 Page 1 of 73

Richard L. Cobb (14089)
LAKE & COBB, P.L.C.
1095 W. Rio Salado Pkwy., Suite 206
Tempe, Arizona 85281
(602) 523-3000 office
(602) 523-3001 fax
Attorneys for Plaintiff First American Title Insurance Company

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

~

AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT
Case No. 2: 13-cv-1055-DAK

Plaintiff,

Judge Dale A. Kimball

V.

NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability corporation, WILLIAM D.
ROWLEY, a Utah resident, NATIONAL
TITLE AGENCY OF UTAH, INC., a Utah
Corporation, and STERLING SPENCER
ROWLEY, a Utah resident,
Defendants.

Plaintiff First American Title Insurance Company ("First American"), by its
undersigned

counsel,

hereby files this Amended Verified Complaint against the

Defendants National Title Agency, LLC ("National Title"), William D. Rowley ("Bill Rowley"),
National Title Agency of Utah, Inc. ("NTA Utah"}, and Sterling Spencer Rowley ("Spencer
Rowley") (collectively, the "Defendants"). In support hereof, First American states:
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PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

First American is a title insurance company incorporated in the State of

Nebraska and licensed to do business in the State of Utah.
2.

Upon information and belief, National Title is a title company who maintains

its principal place of business in Salt Lake County, State of Utah. National Title is or at
relevant times was a licensed title agent and/or producer in the State of Utah.
3.

Upon information and belief, Bill Rowley is an adult individual who resides in

Salt Lake County, Utah. Bill Rowley is a principal and manager of National Title.
4.

NTA Utah is a title company who maintains its principal place of business in

Salt Lake County, State of Utah. NTA Utah is a licensed title agent and/or producer in the
State of Utah.
5.

Spencer Rowley is an adult individual who resides in Salt Lake County, Utah.

Spencer Rowley is a director and president of NTA Utah.
6.

This Court has original jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a), there

being complete diversity of citizenship of the parties and in excess of $75,000 in
controversy, exclusive of interest and costs.
~

7.

Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (a)

because a substantial part of the events and omissions giving rise to this claim occurred in
this district and because the Defendants conduct business in this district.

2
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GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
The Agency Agreement
8.

Pursuant to the terms of an Agency Agreement dated March 31, 2009, as

amended (the "Agency Agreement"), National Title was a title agent for First American for
the purpose of soliciting applications for title insurance, examining the chain of title to real
property in connection with the issuance of title insurance policies, commitments/binders
and/or guarantees, collecting premiums and issuing and countersigning policies, as
concerning real property on First American's forms. A true and correct copy of the Agency
Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and incorporated by reference herein.
9.

Bill Rowley signed the Agency Agreement as Manager of National Title. Bill

Rowley is and always has been the sole owner of National Title.
10.

Pursuant to the terms of the Agency Agreement, National Title established

bank accounts at JP Morgan Chase (the "Chase Escrow Account"), Zions Bank and U.S.
Bank, National Association containing escrow funds (collectively, the "Escrow Accounts")
to fund real estate transactions. A list of the Escrow Accounts, as known to First American
at this time, is attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference herein.
~

11.

First American's established procedures require that its title agents keep

accurate and up-to-date financial records and that the title agents regularly reconcile their
escrow accounts.

In particular, pursuant to the Agency Agreement, National Title is

required to, among other things:
(b)
Comply with all instructions, manuals, requirements, directives,
guidelines, rules, regulations and standards ... as well as all applicable
laws and regulations within the Jurisdiction where the Policies are
being issued;
3
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(g)
Maintain all of its accounts and financial transactions in
accordance with procedures accepted by state law, federal law, if
applicable and generally accepted accounting procedures ...
0)
conduct itself in accordance with prudent and ethical practices,
requirements established by First American, the instructions of the
parties to the transaction and the laws and governmental regulations
applicable thereto.

See Agency Agreement at Section 2.
12.

There are also specific requirements in Section 3 of the Agency Agreement

with respect to the maintenance of an escrow account:
(a)
Agent shall deposit all funds/monies Agent receives to hold ... in
trust for others relating to transactions that are the subject of this
AGREEMENT, including Premiums ... into a federally insured financial
institution in a separate account entitled "escrow", "fiduciary'\
"settlement" or "trust". Agent expressly acknowledges that all Escrow
Funds are held strictly in a fiduciary capacity as a settlement agent
and that Premiums are held for the benefit of First American. To the
extent that Escrow Funds are held in accounts administered by Agent,
Agent shall comply with the provisions and requirements of any state
regulations governing said accounts, including the Abandoned
Property Law, or other similar law, of the Jurisdiction where the
Escrow Funds are being held ...

Agent and all of Agent's principals (in their individual
capacity) shall be liable for all trust funds collected as First
American's agent, including but not limited to, Escrow Funds,
recording fees (including transfer and mortgage taxes), real estate
taxes, First American's share of Premiums related to Policies, and any
other monies held by Agent that are not the exclusive property of
Agent.
(e)

(f)
Agent shall be liable to First American for any shortage in
Agent's trust funds account(s). First American shall have a lien on all
real or personal property of Agent, which shall serve as security for
the repayment of any shortage in said account(s). Upon receiving a
demand by First American, Agent shall immediately produce and
transfer the shortage to First American or convey and deliver
possession of all property secured by a lien in favor of First American,
pursuant to this paragraph. A conveyance of such property shall not

4
~
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in and of itself relieve Agent from further liability for such shortage, but
may be used to mitigate the liability of Agent resulting therefrom.
See Agency Agreement at Section 3.

13.

Bill Rowley also executed the Personal Guarantees to Agency Agreement

dated March 31, 2009 Between First American Title Insurance Company and National Title
Agency, a Utah Limited Liability Company (the "Guaranty"). A true and correct copy of the

~

Guaranty is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference herein.
14.

Pursuant to the Guaranty, Bill Rowley also specifically guaranteed the

obligations of National Title to remit First American's share of the title insurance premiums
received by National Title in connection with the issuance of or commitment to issue
policies and endorsements of the company. See Guaranty.
The Escrow Shortage

15.

As of October 2013, National Title's main escrow account was the Chase

Escrow Account.
16.

Bill Rowley is a signatory on the Chase Escrow Account.

17.

In or about October 2013, First American learned that there was a significant

shortage in the Chase Escrow Account (the "Escrow Shortage").
18.

~

Upon information and belief, the Escrow Shortage was first created in May

2010 and September 2010, respectively, when third-party escrow funds were removed
from the Chase Escrow Account apparently in response to garnishments levied against
National Title for two large monetary judgments that had been entered against National
Title (the "Garnishments").
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19.

National Title and Bill Rowley knew, or should have known, that the funds

were removed pursuant to the Garnishments in or about May 2010 and September 2010,
respectively.
20.

Upon information and belief, National Title and Bill Rowley concealed the

Escrow Shortage from First American for nearly three (3) years by using funds deposited
for another closing to try to cover the Escrow Shortage.
21.

Upon information and belief, once these funds had to be used for its intended

purpose in 2013, National Title and Bill Rowley could no longer conceal the Escrow
Shortage.
22.

Upon information and belief, National Title and Bill Rowley knew of the

Escrow Shortage well in advance of First American learning of the Escrow Shortage.
The Judgments and Garnished Funds

23.

The Garnishments resulted from two (2) separate judgments entered against

National Title (collectively, the "Judgments") arising out of the cases styled (a) Hill, et al v.

Tibbitts, et al., Case No. 080921870 in the Third District Court, Salt Lake County, Salt Lake
City Department, State of Utah (the "Hill Case") and (b) Bell, et al v. Hemsley, et al, Case
No. 080902845 in the Third Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake County, State of
Utah (the "Bell Case").
24.

In the Hill Case, the plaintiffs allege that they were victims of a fraud scheme

involving real estate investments orchestrated by Jolee Tilletts and the other defendants.
The plaintiffs further allege that they wired funds for this fraud scheme to National Title.
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The plaintiffs in the Hill Case claimed to have suffered a loss in the amount of

$378,325.72.
25.

The Complaint in the Hill Case was fifed on September 22, 2008.

26.

On May 7, 2010, the court entered a Default Judgment as to Defendant

National Title Agency (the "Hill Judgment"). A true and correct copy of the Hill Judgment is
~

attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and incorporated by reference herein.

27.

The Hill Judgment states that National Title was served with process on July

26, 2009 and failed to appear and answer the Complaint. Accordingly, the Hill Judgment
entered judgment against National Title in the amount of $387,510.72 plus interest to
accrue at the rate of 10% as provided for by written contract. See Hill Judgment.

28.

On October 13, 2013, the plaintiffs filed the Satisfaction of Judgment

acknowledging payment in full of the Hill Judgment against National Title (the "Hill
Satisfaction of Judgment"). A true and correct copy of the Hill Satisfaction of Judgment is
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference herein.

29.

The Hill Judgment was satisfied as a result of a garnishment served on JP

Morgan Chase.

30.

Upon information and belief, JP Morgan Chase provided National Title with

notice of the garnishment. Upon information and belief, after no response from National
Title, JP Morgan Chase removed the funds necessary to satisfy the Hill Judgment from the
Chase Escrow Account and transferred them for the benefit of the plaintiffs in the Hill
Case.
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31.

Upon information and belief, neither of the Defendants informed JP Morgan

Chase that the garnishment should not be satisfied with funds from the Chase Escrow
Account.
32.

Instead, National Title and Bill Rowley allowed the Garnishments to be used

to satisfy the Hill Judgment and did nothing to contest it for more than three (3) years.
33.

In the Bell Case, the plaintiffs allege that they were the victim of a fraud

scheme orchestrated by Mitch Hemsley and carried out by the defendants. National Title
was not named as a defendant in the original Verified Complaint which was filed in
February 2008 or the Amended Complaint which was filed in June 2008.
34.

On April 14, 2008, the defendant Jerico Funding Systems, LC rJerico

11
)

filed

the Answer, Counterclaim, Cross Claim, and Third Party Complaint of Jerico Funding
Systems, LC (the "Bell Third-Party Complaint").
35.

The Bell Third-Party Complaint alleges that National Title closed a loan

transaction for Jerico and accepted documents that contained forgeries without verifying
the signatures. Jerico asserted claims against National Title for breach of contract, breach
of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing and breach of duty.
vJ

36.

On June 13, 2008, National Title filed the Answer of Third-Party Defendant
11

National Title Agency, LLC to the Bell Third-Party Complaint (the National Title Bell
Answer'l National Title was represented by counsel at the law firm of Richards, Brandt,
Miller & Nelson.
37.

On April 6, 2010, after National Title failed to appear at a scheduled

conference, the court entered the Judgment Against National Title Agency, LLC (the "Bell
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Judgment"). A true and correct copy of the Bell Judgment is attached hereto as Exhibit 6
and incorporated by reference herein.
38.

The Bell Judgment provides that National Title was given notice of the in-

court status conference and that non-appearance of parties will result in default judgment
being entered. Since National Title did not appear at the conference, the court entered
final judgment in favor of Jerico against National Title in the amount of $95,000 plus
interest at the statutory rate. See Bell Judgment.
39.

The Certificate of Service to the Bell Judgment states that a copy was mailed

to Rowley's attention at National Title. See Bell Judgment.
40.

The Bell Judgment was satisfied as a result of a garnishment served on JP

Morgan Chase.
41.

Upon information and belief, JP Morgan Chase provided National Title with

notice of the garnishment. Upon information and belief, after no response from National
Title, JP Morgan Chase removed the funds necessary to satisfy the Bell Judgment from
the Chase Escrow Account and transferred them for the benefit of Jerico in the Bell Case.
42.

Upon information and belief, neither of National Title or Bill Rowley informed

JP Morgan Chase that the garnishment should not be satisfied with funds from the Chase
Escrow Account.
43.

Instead, the Defendants allowed the Garnishments to be used to satisfy the

Bell Judgment and did nothing to contest it for more than three (3) years.
The Cover-Up of the Escrow Shortage

44.

National Title and Bill Rowley did not contest the entry of the Judgments.
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45.

National Title and Bill Rowley did not contest the Garnishments in either the

Hill Case or Bell Case.
46.

National Title and Bill Rowley also did not contest the application of escrow

funds, belonging to third-parties, in the Chase Escrow Account to be used to satisfy the
Garnishments.
47.

First American did not learn of the Garnishments until 2013, three (3) years

after the Garnishments were used to satisfy the Judgments.
48.

National Title and Bill Rowley concealed the Garnishments by using their

various Escrow Accounts containing escrow funds belonging to third-parties as their own
piggy banks to cover the Escrow Shortage.
49.

For instance, upon information and belief, there were funds on deposit with

National Title in May 2010 that were to be used for a closing with the Utah Department of
Transportation. This deposit, upon information and belief, was in excess of $500,000 (the
"Utah Deposit Funds").
50.

Upon information and belief, National Title and Bill Rowley improperly

transferred the Utah Deposit Funds into the Chase Escrow Account to conceal the Escrow
Shortage created by the Garnishments.
51.

Upon information and belief, National Title and Bill Rowley also used funds

incoming from other closings to keep the Escrow Shortage concealed from First American.
52.

Upon information and belief, National Title and Bill Rowley continued to

willfully and deliberately implement this scheme for three (3) years.
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53.

(i)

In 2013, the transaction involving the Utah Deposit Funds was finally

scheduled to close. Upon information and belief, since National Title and Bill Rowley had
already used the Utah Deposit Funds to conceal the Escrow Shortage, National Title and
Bill Rowley had to replace the Utah Deposit Funds in the correct account to prepare for the

closing.
54.

Upon information and belief, once the funds necessary to replace the Utah

Deposit Funds were removed from the Chase Escrow Account, National Title and Bill
Rowley did not have enough funds in the Chase Escrow Account to continue to conceal
the Escrow Shortage.
55.

Upon information and belief, the removal of the Utah Deposit Funds caused

checks to bounce and not clear the Chase Escrow Account.

56.

Upon information and belief, there were insufficient funds in the Chase

Escrow Account to conduct the closings for which these funds had been deposited.
57.

National Title and Bill Rowley then had no choice but to disclose to First

American the existence of the Escrow Shortage.

58.

By letter dated October 30, 2013, First American terminated the Agency

Agreement with National Title effective November 25, 2013.
The Agent's Licensing Requirements

59.

At relevant times National Title had or has an insurance license in Utah.

60.

Pursuant to Section 31A-23a-406 of the Utah Code Annotated,

11

money

deposited with the individual title insurance producer or agency title insurance producer in
connection with any escrow [shall be deposited] ... in a trust account that is separate from
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all other trust account money that is not related to real estate transactions ... and [shall be]
segregated escrow by escrow in the records of the individual title insurance producer or
agency title insurance producer."
61.

Section 31A-23a-406(3) specifically provides that:
(3) Money held in escrow
(a) is not subject to any debts of the individual title insurance
producer or agency title insurance producer;
(b) may only be used to fulfill the terms of the individual escrow under
which the money is accepted; and
(c) may not be used until the conditions of the escrow are met.

62.

Section 31A-23a-406(4) provides that:
(4) Assets or property other than escrow money received by an
individual title producer or agency title insurance producer in
accordance with an escrow shall be maintained in a manner that will:
(a) reasonably preserve and protect the asset or property from loss,
theft, or damages; and
(b) otherwise comply with the general duties and responsibilities of a
fiduciary or bailee.

63.

In addition, funds may not be disbursed from an escrow account unless the

escrow account has a "sufficient credit balance consisting of collected and cleared money
at the time the ... money is disbursed." Utah Code Ann. 31A-23a-406(5)(1)(a).
64.

Section 31 A-23a-409 also provides regulations regarding escrow accounts.

In particular, this section provides that a licensee "may not commingle trust funds with: (A)
the licensee's own money; or (B) money held in any other capacity."
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65.

It further provides that a "licensee owes to insureds and insurers the fiduciary

duties of a trustee with respect to money to be forwarded to insurers or insureds through
the licensee." See Utah Code Ann. 31A-23a-409.
66.

Finally, a licensee who diverts escrow funds for the licensee's own use is

guilty of theft and can be subject to sanctions. See id.
The Title Claims

67.

As a result of, among other things, the Escrow Shortage, First American will

incur a substantial loss from National Title's and Bill Rowley's willful and reckless actions
with respect to the Judgments and the Garnishments.
68.

These losses will be in the nature of title claims when there are not sufficient

funds in the Escrow Accounts to fund closings, pay prior lenders and record documents.
69.

First American potentially may be responsible for curing the Escrow

Shortage.
70.

In addition, upon information and belief, National Title and Bill Rowley also

owe First American significant funds in unpaid title insurance premiums and other charges
that should have been paid at closing.
~

The Wrongful Transfers

71.

Upon information and belief, the National Title Escrow Accounts have

contained shortages for multiple years.
72.

These shortages were created when funds belonging to third-parties were

used to satisfy the Judgments obtained against National Title.
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73.

The Escrow Accounts were used as a vehicle to divert third-party funds from

National Title for non-escrow purposes.
74.

Upon information and belief, National Title and Bill Rowley knew or should

have known that funds in National Title's bank accounts were being used for an improper
purpose.
75.

In addition, National Title and Bill Rowley had an obligation to ensure that the

Escrow Accounts were being operated in accordance with applicable law.
76.

This obligation included a fiduciary responsibility to monitor the Escrow

Accounts and make sure that closings were properly conducted and that the Escrow
Accounts were properly reconciled.
77.

National Title and Bill Rowley failed to adhere to the standards set forth for

title producers under Utah law.
78.

Until recently, neither National Title nor Bill Rowley ever informed First

American that there were issues with the Escrow Accounts or that the closing funds would
not be properly disbursed.
79.

The actions of National Title and Bill Rowley in deliberately diverting third-

party monies and/or allowing third-party monies to be diverted from the Escrow Accounts
caused the Escrow Shortage at National Title and the resulting loss to First American.
80.

National Title and Bill Rowley used the National Title bank accounts,

including the Escrow Accounts, as if they were their own piggy banks. National Title and
Bill Rowley knew, or should have known, of the irregularities in the Escrow Accounts.

14
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81.

The funds in the Escrow Accounts did not belong to any of the Defendants.

Rather, the funds in the Escrow Accounts were third-party trust funds specifically
earmarked to be paid at closings in strict accordance with closing instructions, HUD-1
settlement statements and/or disbursement sheets.
The Fraudulent Transfer

82.

On November 15, 2013 around two weeks after receiving First American's
1

notice of termination, Bill Rowley registered NTA Utah.
83.

At the time NTA Utah was registered, Bill Rowley was the sole officer,

director, and registered agent of the company. Bill Rowley later inserted his son Spencer
Rowley as registered agent, president, and director of NTA Utah.
84.

On December 2, 2013, NTA Utah obtained an insurance license, around the

same time National Title surrendered its insurance license.
85.

NTA Utah has many if not all of the same employees as National Title

previously did. Bill Rowley is an employee of NTA Utah.
86.

NTA Utah is currently in business and operating as an independent title

agency. NTA Utah's business is substantially identical to National Title's business.
87.

NTA Utah and National Title entered into an "Asset Purchase Agreement"

effective January 1, 2014.
88.

Pursuant to the Asset Purchase Agreement,

NTA Utah purchased

"substantially all of the assets" of National Title for $96,000, to be paid in installments.
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Count I
(Specific Performance}
(Against National Title)

89.

Paragraphs 1 through 88 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
90.

National Title has breached a valid and enforceable contract by failing to

comply with its obligations under the Agency Agreement.
91.

National Title's failure threatens to cause First American irreparable harm

and has caused other damage.
WHEREFORE, First American demands that the Court enter a temporary,
preliminary, and permanent injunction against National Title that prohibits National Title
from issuing title insurance policies or title commitments on behalf of First American,
prohibits National Title from destroying or altering any of the records that it is required to
maintain by the Agency Agreement, prohibits National Title from making any withdrawals
of any type from any bank account maintained by National Title, and requires National Title
to comply with its obligations under the Agency Agreement to provide access to First
American to National Title's files and records including its computer system in order for
idP

First American to make a mirror copy of National Title's files and account documents. First
American further demands that the Court enter judgment in favor of First American in an
amount to be proved at trial together with the costs of this action.
Count II
(Accounting)
(Against National Title)

92.

Paragraphs 1 through 91 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
16
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93.

Under the Agency Agreement, National Title has an obligation to First

American to account for First American's title policies and title commitments and to
account for the Escrow Shortage.
94.

Despite repeated demands, National Title has failed to render such an

accounting.
WHEREFORE, First American demands that the Court enter a temporary and
preliminary injunction against National Title that prohibits National Title from withdrawing
any funds from its escrow account(s), that prohibits National Title from altering or
destroying any of its records, and that prohibits National Title from using any of First
American's title policies or title commitments.

First American further demands that the

Court order National Title to account for all of First American's property in its possession
as of November 25, 2013 and to account for the funds flowing through its escrow
account(s) for the period April 1, 201 0 to the present.
Count Ill
(Breach of the Agency Agreement)
(Against National Title)

95.

Paragraphs 1 through 94 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
96.

National Title has materially breached the Agency Agreement by participating

in the transactions described above.
97.

National Title also has materially breached the Agency Agreement by

refusing to turn over the information, records, and Escrow Shortage as required by the
Agency Agreement.
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98.

First American has complied with all of its obligations under the Agency

Agreement.
99.

National Title's breaches of the Agency Agreement have caused damage to

First American.
100.

In addition, National Title's breaches of the Agency Agreement threaten to

cause First American irreparable harm.
WHEREFORE, First American demands that the Court enter judgment in favor of
First American in an amount to be proved at trial together with attorneys' fees and the
costs of this action.
Count IV
(Conversion/Misappropriation of Escrow Funds)
(Against Bill Rowley and National Title)

101.

Paragraphs 1 through 100 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
102.

All or some of the funds in the Escrow Accounts belonged to various lenders

who were entitled to have funds disbursed to them by National Title at the real estate
closings in order to satisfy the pre-existing loans on the properties.
103.

National Title was entitled to possession of the funds in the Escrow Account

in order to properly disburse these funds to the appropriate lenders in connection with the
closings.
104.

National Title and Bill Rowley wrongfully and without legal justification, have

exercised dominion over these funds by withdrawing the money from the Escrow Accounts
to satisfy the Judgments with the Garnishments and/or by failing to adhere to their
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obligations as a licensed title producer in ensuring that the Escrow Account was correctly
used for real estate transactions including, without limitation, ensuring that prior lenders
were paid at closing.
105.

In particular, National Title and Bill Rowley breached their duties as title

agent to deliver escrow funds to the correct parties pursuant to the HUD-1 settlement
statements and disbursement sheets.
106.

As a result of the Escrow Shortage, among other things, (a) prior lienholders

will be dispossessed and deprived of the funds to which they were entitled to receive at the
closings on the real property; (b) the insured owners risk foreclosure, poor credit ratings
and otherwise losing their homes; and (c) the insured lenders risk foreclosure by the prior
lender and a loss of the property in which the lenders have valid deeds of trust.
107.

National Title and Bill Rowley have enjoyed the use of these funds or

received an unfair benefit by the use of these funds and have deprived the prior
lienholders, the insured owners and National Title of the use of these funds without their
consent and without lawful justification.
108.

The shortfall in the Escrow Account at the time of the filing of this Complaint

is no less than $600,000.
109.

First American has incurred significant damages as a direct and proximate

result of the actions of National Title and Bill Rowley in diverting these funds or allowing
the diversion of these funds from the Escrow Accounts by failing to take the appropriate
steps to make sure they complied with their obligations as licensed title producers. Among
other things, First American will be subjected to title claims and deprived of premiums.
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11 0.

National Title's and Bill Rowley's actions were intentional and were taken

with malice and/or reckless disregard for the rights of the parties.
WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against National Title and Bill

Rowley for compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial,
together with pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.

Count V
(Constructive Fraud)
(Against the Bill Rowley and National Title)
111.

Paragraphs 1 through 110 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set rorth herein.
112.

As signatories on the Escrow Accounts, National Title and Bill Rowley owed

a duty to properly maintain the Escrow Accounts and ensure that any funds distributed
from the Escrow Accounts were to the parties entitled to receive those escrow funds at that
particular real estate closing transaction.
113.

As licensed title producers, National Title and Bill Rowley owed a duty to

ensure that the Escrow Accounts were properly maintained and used in accordance with
applicable law.
114.

National Title's and Bill Rowley's conduct of failing to ensure the proper

maintenance and use of the Escrow Accounts was in violation of applicable real estate law
and injured the public interest.
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115.

First American and the lenders and insured owners, among others,

reasonably relied upon National Title and Bill Rowley to remit the funds in the Escrow
Accounts to the appropriate parties.
116.

These actions deceived First American and operated to its injury.

117.

National Title's and Bill Rowley's actions were intentional and were taken

with malice and/or reckless disregard for the rights of the parties.
WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against National Title and Bill

Rowley jointly and severally for compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be
determined at trial, together with pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit;
and
Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

(b)

circumstances.
Count VI
(Fraud--Concealment)
(Against All Defendants)

118.

Paragraphs 1 through 117 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
119.

The Escrow Accounts were to be used to, among other things, comply with

closing instructions and properly disburse funds for closings.
120.
Rowley.

The funds in the Escrow Accounts did not belong to National Title and Bill

Rather, these funds were transferred by third-parties and were specifically
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earmarked to be disbursed only in strict accordance with closing instructions, HUD-1
settlement statements and disbursement statements.
121.

By improperly and intentionally removing funds or allowing for the removal of

funds from the Escrow Accounts, National Title and Bill Rowley created a shortfall in the
Escrow Account.
122.

National Title and Bill Rowley intentionally removed or allowed to be removed

the funds from the Escrow Account with willful disregard for the prior lienholders, First
American, the insured lenders and the insured owners.
123.

National Title and Bill Rowley knew that if funds were improperly removed

from the Escrow Accounts there would be insufficient funds to conduct closings in
accordance with closing instructions, disbursement sheets and HUD-1 settlement
statements.
124.

National Title and Bill Rowley failed to disclose to First American or any

parties involved in the closings that funds were removed from the Escrow Accounts thus
creating the Escrow Shortage.
125.

Had First American been aware of the Escrow Shortage, it would not have

continued to permit National Title or its principals to conduct closings or issue First
American title insurance policies.
126.

The funds were intentionally removed to, among other things, satisfy the

Garnishments issued on the Judgments.
WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
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(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against National Title and Bill

Rowley jointly and severally for compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be
determined at trial, together with pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit;
and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
Count VII
(Aiding and Abetting Fraud)
(Against BIii Rowley)

127.

Paragraphs 1 through 126 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
128.

National Title was a title company that conducted real estate closings and

issued title policies for First American.
129.

As manager, Bill Rowley orchestrated and/or substantially assisted in the

diversion of funds from the Escrow Accounts creating the Escrow Shortage.
130.

In particular, upon information and belief, in 201 0 after the Garnishments, Bill

Rowley had personal knowledge that the Judgments were satisfied by the Garnishments
on the Chase Escrow Account.
131.

Bill Rowley, aided, abetted, and encouraged National Title in carrying out the

wrongful tortious conduct and knowingly provided substantial assistance, aid and
encouragement in the commission of such conduct by ignoring his obligations under Utah
law to monitor and oversee the use of the Escrow Accounts and/or in receiving the benefit
of the funds diverted from the Escrow Accounts.
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132.

As a result of the tortious aiding and abetting by Bill Rowley of National

Title's tortious conduct, First American has suffered severe economic injury including the
title claims that will be submitted as a result of the Escrow Shortage in the Escrow
Accounts.
WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against Bill Rowley for

compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with
pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
Count VIII
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty)
(Against National Title and Bill Rowley)

133.

Paragraphs 1 through 132 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
134.

Bill Rowley is the manager and owner of National Title.

135.

At relevant times herein, both National Title and Bill Rowley were licensees

as that term is used in U.C.A. § 31A-23a-409.
136.

Bill Rowley was in charge of the Escrow Accounts or otherwise had access

to the Escrow Accounts.
137.

Upon information and belief, Bill Rowley had signatory authority on the

Escrow Accounts.
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138.

National Title and Bill Rowley had an obligation to ensure that the Escrow

Accounts were properly maintained and used in accordance with applicable law.
139.

National Title and Bill Rowley owed various depositors and First American

the fiduciary duties of a trustee with respect to money to be forwarded to depositors or
First American through National Title and/or Bill Rowley.
140.

At all times relevant hereto, National Title and Bill Rowley knew or should

have known that the funds in the Escrow Accounts did not belong to National Title (or to
Bill Rowley) but rather were third-party monies earmarked specifically for disbursement at
real estate closings in strict accordance with lender's closing instructions, the HUD-1
settlement statements and the disbursement sheets from the particular closings.
141.

At all relevant times, Bill Rowley occupied a position of trust and confidence

with National Title and owed a fiduciary duty to protect the interests of National Title.
142.

National Title and Bill Rowley continuously breached their fiduciary duty by

failing to act in a manner which served the interests of National Title and its creditors.
These interests were continually subordinated to the personal interests of National Title,
Bill Rowley, and other insiders of National Title.
143.

The breaches by National Title and Bill Rowley of their fiduciary duty include,

but are not limited to, the following: (a) failing to take any action to stop the levying of the
Chase Escrow Account by the Garnishment, (b) receiving the financial benefit of the
diverted funds in that the funds were used to satisfy Judgments entered against National
Title, (c) concealing the Escrow Shortage from First American by utilizing among other
things, the Utah Deposit Funds to cover the holes in the Chase Escrow Account; (d) failing
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to make all of the required payments at closing, including, without limitation, premium
payments to First American, (e) failing to comply with the lenders' closing instructions, (f)
failing to disburse funds in accordance with the closing instructions, HUD-1 settlement
statements and/or disbursement sheets, (g) creating the Escrow Shortage, (h) allowing the
Escrow Shortage to be created and continually perpetrated by failing to supervise the
maintenance and use of the Escrow Accounts and/or (i) concealing the Escrow Shortage
from First American and other creditors of National Title.
144.

As a result of National Title's and Bill Rowley's breaches, First American has

suffered severe economic injury including the title claims that will be submitted as a result
of the Escrow Shortage in the Escrow Accounts.
145.

National Title's and Bill Rowley's breaches of their fiduciary duty directly

contributed to the financial demise of National Title, and the injury to First American due to
the Escrow Shortage.
146.

First American is also entitled to recover from National Title and Bill Rowley

any profit or benefit received as a result of business activities in conflict with the duties
owed to National Title by Rowley.
WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against National Title and Bill

Rowley, for compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with
pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
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Count IX
(Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty)
(Against Rowley)

147.

Paragraphs 1 through 146 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
148.

Bill Rowley is the manager and owner of National Title.

149.

At all times relevant hereto, Bill Rowley had access to the Escrow Accounts.

150.

Bill Rowley had signatory authority on the Escrow Accounts.

151.

Bill Rowley had an obligation to ensure that the Escrow Accounts were

properly maintained and used in accordance with applicable law.
152.

At all times relevant hereto, Bill Rowley knew or should have known that the

funds in the Escrow Accounts did not belong to National Title (or to Bill Rowley individually)
but rather were third-party monies earmarked specifically for disbursement at real estate
closings in strict accordance with lender's closing instructions, the HUD-1 setUement
statements and the disbursement sheets from the particular closings.
153.

At all relevant times, Bill Rowley occupied a position of trust and confidence

with National Title and owed a fiduciary duty to protect the interests of National Title.
154.

National Title breached the fiduciary duty owed to First American by diverting

or allowing the diversion of funds from the Escrow Accounts to satisfy the Judgments with
the Garnishments.
155.

Bill Rowley aided, abetted, and encouraged National Title in breaching its

fiduciary duty and knowingly provided substantial assistance, aid and encouragement in
the commission of such conduct by ignoring his obligations to monitor and oversee the use
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of the Escrow Accounts and/or in receiving the benefit of the funds diverted from the
Escrow Accounts.
156.

As a result of the tortious aiding and abetting by Bill Rowley of National

Title's breach of fiduciary duty, First American has suffered severe economic injury
including the title claims that will be submitted as a result of the Escrow Shortage in the
Escrow Accounts.
WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against Bill Rowley for

compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with pre-judgment
interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
Count X
(Breach of Guaranty)
(Against Bill Rowley)

157.

Paragraphs 1 through 156 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
158.

Pursuant to the Guaranty, Bill Rowley specifically guaranteed the obligations

of National Title to remit First American's share of the title insurance premiums received by
National Title in connection with the issuance of or commitment to issue policies and
endorsements of the company.
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159.

National Title has not remitted to First American its share of the title

insurance premiums received by National Title in connection with the issuance of or
commitment to issue policies and endorsements of the company.
160.

First American has complied with all of its obligations under the Agency

Agreement and the Guaranty.
161.

Bill Rowley's breach of the Guaranty has caused damage to First American.

162.

In addition, Bill Rowley's breaches of the Guaranty threaten to cause First

American irreparable harm.
WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against Bill Rowley for compensatory

damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with pre-judgment interest,
attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.

COUNT XI
(Fraudulent Transfer U.C.A. § 25-6-1 et seq.)
(Against National Title, NTA Utah, Bill Rowley, and Spencer Rowley)

163.

Paragraphs 1 through 162 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.

164.

National Title transferred substantially all of its assets to NTA Utah.

165.

National Title made the transfer with the actual intent to hinder, delay, or

defraud First American.
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166.

National Title's intent to hinder, delay, or defraud is evidenced by the fact

that, among other things 1) the transferee, NTA Utah, is operated and controlled by family
members of Bill Rowley; 2) before National Title made the transfer, National Title had been
sued and was the subject of an injunction; 3) the transfer was for substantially all of
National Title's assets; 4) National Title was insolvent or became insolvent shortly after the
transfer was made; and 5) National Title may not have received reasonably equivalent
value in exchange for the transfer.
167.

Additionally, National Title may have made the transfer without receiving

reasonably equivalent value in exchange, and National Title was insolvent at the time of
the transfer or became insolvent as a result of the transfer.
168.

Bill Rowley directly ordered, authorized, or otherwise participated in the

fraudulent transfer on behalf of National Title.
169.

Spencer Rowley directly ordered, authorized, or otherwise participated in the

fraudulent transfer on behalf of NTA Utah.
170.

As a direct and proximate result of National Title's, NTA Utah's, Bill Rowley's,

and Spencer Rowley's conduct, First American has suffered damages.
WHEREFORE, pursuant to U.C.A. § 25-6-8 and other applicable law, First
American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against National Title, NTA

Utah, Bill Rowley, and Spencer Rowley for compensatory damages in an amount to be
determined at trial, together with pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit;
and/or
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(b)

Gia

Enter an avoidance of the transfer from National Title to NTA Utah to the

extent necessary to satisfy First American's claims; and/or
(c)

Enter an attachment or other provisional remedy against the assets

transferred to NTA Utah or other property of NTA Utah; and/or
(d)

Enter an injunction against further disposition by National Title and/or NTA

Gil

Utah of the assets transferred or other property; and/or
(e)

Appoint a receiver to take charge of the asset transferred or other property of

NTA Utah; and/or

(f)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.

COUNT XI
(Successor Liability)
(Against NTA Utah)

171.

Paragraphs 1 through 170 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
172.

National Title transferred substantially all of its assets to NTA Utah.

173.

As is set forth above, National Title entered into the transfer fraudulently in

i.J
order to escape liability for its debts to First American.
174.

As a result, NTA Utah is liable for the debts and obligations of National Title.
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WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter an order that NTA Utah is liable for the debts and obligations of

National Title;
(b)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against NTA Utah for

compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with pre-judgment
interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(c)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
COUNT XII
(Mere Continuation)
(Against NTA Utah)

175.

Paragraphs 1 through 174 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
176.

National Title transferred substantially all of its assets to NTA Utah.

177.

NTA Utah has the same, or substantially the same, ownership and control as

National Title.
178.

NTA Utah operates the same business operated by National Title.

179.

NTA Utah is a mere continuation of National Title and, as a result, NTA Utah

is liable for the debts and obligations of National Title.
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WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter an order that NTA Utah is liable for the debts and obligations of

National Title;
(b)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against NTA Utah for

compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with pre-judgment
~

interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(c)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
COUNT XIII
(Equitable Indemnification)
(Against National Title and Bill Rowley)

180.

Paragraphs 1 through 179 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.

181.

As a direct and proximate result of their conduct described herein, National

Title and Bill Rowley are liable to various depositors whose funds were deposited with
National Title.
182.

First American has paid and discharged and/or may be required to pay and

discharge the obligations owed by National Title and Bill Rowley to various depositors.
183.

Under the circumstances, the obligations to the depositors should be paid by

National Title and Bill Rowley.

184.

As a direct and proximate result of National Title's and Bill Rowley's failure to

pay and discharge their obligations to the depositors, First American has suffered and may
continue to suffer damages.
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WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against National Title and Bill

Rowley for compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with
pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
COUNT XIV
(Negligence)
(Against National Title and Bill Rowley)

185.

Paragraphs 1 through 184 are incorporated by reference into this count as if

fully set forth herein.
186.

National Title and Bill Rowley owed a duty of care to First American in

connection with the maintenance and protection of the funds to be forwarded to various
depositors or First American through National Title.
187.

National Title and Bill Rowley breached that duty of care by, among other

things, diverting third-party monies and/or allowing third-party monies to be diverted from
~

the Escrow Accounts causing the Escrow Shortage at National Title.
188.

As a direct and proximate result of National Title•s and Bill Rowley's breach,

First American has suffered damages.
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WHEREFORE, First American requests that this Court:
(a)

Enter judgment in favor of First American and against National Title and Bill

Rowley for compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial, together with
pre-judgment interest, attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and
(b)

Grant such other and further relief as is just and appropriate under the

circumstances.
WHEREFORE, First American demands that the Court enter judgment in favor of First
American in an amount to be proved at trial together with attorneys' fees and the costs of
this action.

Dated: May

_e_, 2015
LAKE & COBB, P.L.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
First American Title Insurance Company

Address of Plaintiff:

GJ

First American Title Insurance Company
1 First American Way
Santa Ana, CA 92707
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VERIFICATION

I, SARAH E. PRITCHARD, ESQUIRE, declare under penalty of perjury that the
facts and matters alleged in the foregoing Verified Complaint are true and correct.

Date: May~ , 2015

Sarah . ntctfa , · .. e
Senior Claims Counsel
Southwest Regional Claims Manager AZ, NV, UT
First American Title Insurance Company
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Sean A. Monson (#7261)
BENNETT TUELLER JOHNSON & DEERE
3165 East Millrock Drive, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121
Telephone: (801) 438-2000
Email: smonson@btid.com
Attorneys for Third Party Plaintiffs

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF UTAH

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

NATIONAL TITLE THIRD PARTY
COMPLAINT

Plaintiff,
Case No. 2: 13-cv- I 055
vs.
Judge Dale Kimball
NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY, LLC, a
Utah limited liability corporation,
WILLIAM D. ROWLEY, a Utah resident,
NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY OF UTAH,
INC., a Utah corporation, and SPENCER
ROWLEY, an individual,
Defendants.
~

NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY, LLC, a
Utah limited liability corporation and
WILLIAM D. ROWLEY
Third Party Plaintiffs,
vs.
JP MORGAN CHASE BANK
Third Party Defendant.
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Third Party Plaintiffs, National Title Agency, LLC, and William D. Rowley hereby
complain against Third Party Defendant Chase Bank as follows:
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

National Title Agency, LLC ("National Title") is a Utah limited liability

company fonnerly doing business in the State of Utah as a title insurance agent.
2.

William D. Rowley ("Rowley") is a resident of the State of Utah. National Title

and Rowley are sometimes collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs."
3.

Upon infonnation and belief, Defendant JP Morgan Chase Bank ("Chase Bank")

is a Delaware corporation doing business in the State of Utah.
4.

This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332 as there

is complete diversity between the parties and the amount of controversy is in excess of
$75,000.00.
5.

Chase Bank is subject to the personal jurisdiction of this Court as it does business

in the State of Utah.
6.

Venus is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 139l(b).
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
National Title's Business and Trust Accounts

7.

National Title was formed by Rowley in 2006. It was a licensed escrow and title

agent that closed real estate transactions, including buy and sell transactions and loan
transactions, of commercial and residential real estate in Utah. National Title ceased business
operations on December 31, 2013.

2
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8.

As an escrow agent, National Title held funds in escrow for parties to real estate

transactions and released those funds to the appropriate parties when the transactions closed.
The funds were held in trust accounts at banks. National Title's trust accounts included an
account maintained at Chase Bank (the "Trust Account').
Discovery of Escrow Shortfall and Claims of First American

9.

In mid October of 2013, National Title discovered that funds were missing from

the Trust Account. Upon investigation, Plaintiffs learned that over $600,000.00 in escrow funds
had been improperly garnished from the Trust Account arising out of judgments entered in two
lawsuits against National Title. Plaintiffs were not aware that judgments had been entered in the
lawsuits or that the Trust Account funds had been garnished (Plaintiffs were not even aware that
one of the lawsuits had been filed).
I 0.

Upon information and belief, Chase Bank relinquished funds from the Trust

Account in violation of Utah law, the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and in violation of its
fiduciary duties to National Title.
11.

Specifically, upon information and belief, Chase Bank released funds from the

Trust Account in response to garnishments levied against National Title in two cases pending in
~

the Third District Court in the State of Utah - Hill, et. al. v. Tibbitts, et. al, Case Number
080921870 and Bell, et. al. v. Hemsley et. al, Case Number 080902845.
12.

Chase Bank did so: (I) in spite of the fact that Chase Bank knew that the account

from which the funds were released was an escrow trust account which contained the funds of
third parties, not National Title; and (2) without giving National Title proper notice.

3
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13.

~

For example, upon infonnation and belief, in the Bell case, Chase Bank was

served with a Writ of Garnishment on April 21, 2010 along with Interrogatories to Garnishee.
Chase Bank did not answer the Interrogatories to Garnishee nor did Chase Bank provide notice
to National Title that it had been served with a Writ of Garnishment (or the accompanying
Interrogatories to Garnishee).
14.

The Writ of Garnishment stated that Chase Bank must wait 20 days until after

serving the Writ of Garnishment on National Title before releasing any funds to allow National
Title an opportunity to object.
15.

Upon information and belief, on May 17, 2010, Chase was served with an order to

show cause relating to its failure to respond to the Writ of Garnishment. That same day, Chase
Bank released $89,783.84 from the Trust Account without notifying National Title. Upon
information and belief, Chase did not prepare a Response to Interrogatories until May 24, 2010,
seven days after it had released the funds.
16.

Likewise, in the Hill case, upon information and belief, Chase received a Writ of

Garnishment with Interrogatories to Garnishee on August 12, 2010.
17.

Again, the Writ of Garnishment stated that Chase Bank must wait 20 days until

after serving the Writ of Garnishment on National Title before releasing any funds to allow
National Title an opportunity to object.
18.

Upon information and belief, on August 24, 20 I 0, Chase Bank served on the

judgment creditor a completed Response to Interrogatories which identified eight accounts of

4
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National Title (which contained funds totaling $115,829.47) and which correctly omitted the
Trust Account.
19.

Upon information and belief, on September 1, 2010, Chase Bank received a letter

from the attorney representing the judgment creditor requesting payment of the $115,829.47
identified in Chase's Response to Interrogatories.
20.

Upon information and belief, on September 16, 2010, Chase Bank prepared and

served on the judgment creditor's attorneys an Amended Response to Interrogatories which
identified the Trust Account as simply a "checking account" with an "account relationship" as
"sole owner" which was contrary to the identification of the Trust Account as a trust account on
all of Chase Bank's records.
21.

Upon information and belief, on September 20, 2010, just four days after

preparing the Amended Response to Interrogatories, Chase Bank sent $514,088.32 from the
Trust Account to the judgment creditor in the Hill case, again without notifying National Title or
giving National Title 20 days to object.
22.

Plaintiffs did not learn that funds had been garnished out of the Trust Account

until October of 2013.
23.

Upon discovering that the Trust Account was short, Plaintiffs immediately

informed National Title's underwriter, First American Title Insurance Company ("First
American"), of the shortfall.

24.

First American, under Utah law, is liable to the parties whose funds are

improperly garnished.
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25.

First American made a written demand, in the Fall of2013 after being made

aware of the Trust Account shortfall, on National Title to reimburse First American for any
payments it would be required to make to satisfy its liability to third parties under Utah law.
26.

First American then sued National Title and Rowley on November 26, 2013, for,

among other things, reimbursement for any funds it had to pay to third parties to satisfy its
liability for National Title's trust account shortfall.
27.

Because of First American's lawsuit, National Title has incurred attorney's fees,

expert witness fees, and, if First American is successful, will suffer damages in the amount of a
judgment requiring National Title to reimburse First American.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty)
28.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the Third

Party Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
29.

Chase Bank had a fiduciary duty to National Title to safeguard the Trust Account

30.

Chase Bank has breached its fiduciary duty by, among other things (1) releasing

funds.

funds from the Trust Account; and (2) doing so without giving National Title proper notice.
31.

National Title has been damaged by Chase Bank's breach beginning in the Fall of

2013 when National Title began incurring attorney's fees and costs to defend against First
American's lawsuit.

6
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Violation of Statute)
32.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the Third

Party Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
33.

Utah Code§ 31A-23a-409 provides, in relevant part that "A depository institution

[such as Chase Bank] or other organization holding trust funds under this section may not offset
or impound trust account funds against debts and obligations incurred by the licensee [National
Title]."
34.

Chase Bank released funds from the Trust Account in response to garnishments

issued against National Title in violation of Utah Code§ 31A-23a-409.
35.

National Title has been damaged by Chase Bank's conduct, beginning in the Fall

of 2013, by having to expend attorney's fees and costs in defending against the lawsuit asserted
by First American.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Breach of Contract)
36.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the Third

Party Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
37.

Chase Bank agreed that it would hold funds in trust for real estate transactions

closed by National Title.
38.

Chase Bank understood that the funds were to be held for third parties and that the

funds did not belong to National Title.
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39.

Chase Bank has breached the terms of that agreement by releasing funds held in

the Trust Account in response to garnishments issued against National Title.
40.

National Title has been damaged by Chase Bank's conduct, beginning in the Fall

of 2013, by having to expend attorney's fees and costs in defending against the lawsuit asserted
by First American.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Equitable Indemnification)

41.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the Third

Party Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
42.

Chase Bank unlawfully released funds from the Trust Account.

43.

Because of Chase Bank's conduct, National Title and Rowley have been sued by

First American and have expended attorney's fees and costs in defending against the lawsuit.
44.

Under the circumstances, any attorney's fees and costs expended by National

Title and Rowley in defending against First American's lawsuit (and in satisfying any judgment
entered against them in First American's lawsuit) should be paid by Chase Bank.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Punitive Damages)

45.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the Third

Party Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
46.

The above described conduct of Chase Bank was willful and malicious and/or

conduct that represents a knowing and reckless indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs.
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47.

Plaintiffs are entitled to punitive damages arising out of Chase Bank's conduct in

an amount to proven more fully at the trial of this matter.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Plaintiffs pray for judgment against Chase Bank as follows:
I.

On Plaintiffs' First, Second and Third Causes of Action, for Plaintiffs' general,

compensatory and consequential damages resulting from Chase Bank's conduct, together with
pre- and post-judgment interest in an amount provided for under Utah law, the exact amount to
be established at the trial of this matter.
2.

.

On Plaintiff's Fourth Cause of Action, for an award indemnifying Plaintiffs

against the costs incurred and judgment entered, if any, in the lawsuit filed by First American
against Plaintiffs.
3.

On Plaintiffs' Fifth Cause of Action~ for punitive damages in an amount sufficient

to deter Chase Bank from engaging in such conduct in the future.
4.

For Plaintiffs' reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in bringing their

claims, as provided for under Utah law.
5.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the

Lj

circumstances.
DATED this 18th day of September, 2015.
BENNETT TUELLER JOHNSON & DEERE

Sean A. Monson
Attorneys for Third Party Plaintiffs
9
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
th

I certify that on the 18 day of August, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing

NATIONAL TITLE THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT to be filed with the CM/ECF system,
which caused the filed document to be served electronically upon the following:

Brent 0. Hatch
Phillip J. Russell
Hatch, James & Dodge, P.C.
10 West Broadway, Suite 4000
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Attorneys for Plaintiff First American Title Insurance Company
Richard L. Cobb
Lake & Cobb, P.L.C.
1095 W. Rio Salado Parkway, Suite 206
Tempe, AZ 85281
Attorneys for PlaintiffFirst American Title Insurance Company

I y /\ll~~ D~
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Sean A. Monson (#7261)
Ryan M. Merriman (#14720)
BENNETT TUELLER JOHNSON & DEERE
3165 East Millrock Drive, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121
Telephone: (801) 438-2000
Email: smonson@btid.com
rmerriman@btid.com
Attorneys for Plaintifft

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY STATE OF UTAH

NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability corporation; WlLLlAM D.
ROWLEY, an individual,

COMPLAINT

Tier3
Case No.: - - - - - -

Plaintiffs,

Judge _ _ _ _ _ __

vs.
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, a Delaware corporation,
Defendant.

Plaintiffs, National Title Agency, LLC, and William D. Rowley hereby complain against
Defendant JP Morgan Chase Bank as follows:
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE
I.

National Title Agency, LLC ("National Title") is a Utah limited liability

company formerly doing business in the State of Utah as a title insurance agent.
2.

William D. Rowley ("Rowley") is a resident of the State of Utah. National Title

and Rowley are sometimes collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs."
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3.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JP Morgan Chase Bank ("Chase Bank")

is a Delaware corporation doing business in the State of Utah.

4.

This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code section 78A-5-

5.

Chase Bank is subject to the personal jurisdiction of this Court as it does business

102(1).

in the State of Utah.
6.

Venus is proper in this Court pursuant to Utah Code sections 78B-3-304, 78B-3-

306, and 78B-3-307.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
National Title's Business and Trust Accounts

7.

National Title was formed by Rowley in 2006. It was a licensed escrow and title

agent that closed real estate transactions~ including buy and sell transactions and loan
transactions, of commercial and residential real estate in Utah. National Title ceased business
operations on December 31, 2013.
8.

As an escrow agent, National Title held funds in escrow for parties to real estate

transactions and released those funds to the appropriate parties when the transactions closed.
The funds were held in trust accounts at banks. National Title's trust accounts included an
account maintained at Chase Bank (the "Trust Account').

2
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Discovery of Escrow Shortfall and Claims of First American

9.

In mid-October of 2013, National Title discovered that funds were missing from

the Trust Account. Upon investigation, Plaintiffs learned that over $600,000.00 in escrow funds
had been improperly garnished from the Trust Account arising out of judgments entered in two
lawsuits against National Title. Plaintiffs were not aware that judgments had been entered in the
lawsuits or that the Trust Account funds had been garnished (Plaintiffs were not even aware that
one of the lawsuits had been filed).

I 0.

Upon information and belief, Chase Bank relinquished funds from the Trust

Account in violation of Utah law, the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and in violation of its
fiduciary duties to National Title.
11.

Specifically, upon information and belief, Chase Bank released funds from the

Trust Account in response to garnishments levied against National Title in two cases pending in
the Third District Court in the State of Utah - Hill, et. al. v. Tibbitts, et. al, Case Number
080921870 and Bell, et. al. v. Hemsley et. al, Case Number 080902845.
12.

Chase Bank did so: (I) in spite of the fact that Chase Bank knew that the account

from which the funds were released was an escrow trust account which contained the funds of
third parties, not National Title; and (2) without giving National Title proper notice.
13.

For example, upon information and belief, in the Bell case, Chase Bank was

served with a Writ of Garnishment on April 21, 2010 along with Interrogatories to Garnishee.
Chase Bank did not answer the Interrogatories to Garnishee nor did Chase Bank provide notice

3
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to National Title that it had been served with a Writ of Garnishment (or the accompanying
Interrogatories to Garnishee).
14.

The Writ of Garnishment stated that Chase Bank must wait 20 days until after

serving the Writ of Garnishment on National Title before releasing any funds to allow National
Title an opportunity to object.
15.

Upon information and belief, on May 17, 2010, Chase was served with an order to

show cause relating to its failure to respond to the Writ of Garnishment. That same day, Chase
Bank released $89,783.84 from the Trust Account without notifying National Title. Upon
infonnation and belief, Chase did not prepare a Response to Interrogatories until May 24, 2010,
seven days after it had released the funds.
16.

Likewise, in the Hill case, upon information and belief, Chase received a Writ of

Garnishment with Interrogatories to Garnishee on August 12, 2010.
17.

Again, the Writ of Garnishment stated that Chase Bank must wait 20 days until

after serving the Writ of Garnishment on National Title before releasing any funds to allow
National Title an opportunity to object.
18.

Upon information and belief, on August 24, 2010, Chase Bank served on the

judgment creditor a completed Response to Interrogatories which identified eight accounts of
National Title (which contained funds totaling $115,829.47) and which correctly omitted the
Trust Account.

4
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19.

Upon infonnation and belief, on September 1, 2010, Chase Bank received a letter

from the attorney representing the judgment creditor requesting payment of the $115,829.47
identified in Chase's Response to Interrogatories.
20.

Upon infonnation and belief, on September 16, 2010, Chase Bank prepared and

served on the judgment creditor's attorneys an Amended Response to Interrogatories which
identified the Trust Account as simply a "checking account" with an "account relationship" as
"sole owner" which was contrary to the identification of the Trust Account as a trust account on
all of Chase Bank's records.
21.

Upon infonnation and belief, on September 20, 2010, just four days after

preparing the Amended Response to Interrogatories, Chase Bank sent $514,088.32 from the
Trust Account to the judgment creditor in the Hill case, again without notifying National Title or
giving National Title 20 days to object.
22.

Plaintiffs did not learn that funds had been garnished out of the Trust Account

until October of 2013.
23.

Upon discovering that the Trust Account was short, Plaintiffs immediately

infonned National Title's underwriter, First American Title Insurance Company ("First

American"), of the shortfall.
24.

First American, under Utah law, is liable to the parties whose funds were

improperly garnished.

5
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25.

First American made a written demand, in the Fall of2013 after being made

aware of the Trust Account shortfall, on National Title to reimburse First American for any
payments it would be required to make to satisfy its liability to third parties under Utah law.
26.

First American then sued National Title and Rowley on November 26, 2013, for,

among other things, reimbursement for any funds it had to pay to third parties to satisfy its
liability for National Title's trust account shortfall.
27.

Further, on October 6, 2015 National Title and Rowley were served with a

Complaint by Garff Properties-Lehi, LLC ("Garff') in Utah State Court, Fourth District, Case
Number 150401434 alleging claims against National Title and Rowley arising out of Chase
Bank's improper release of escrow funds.
28.

Because of First American's lawsuit and Garff's lawsuit, National Title and

Rowley have incurred attorney's fees, expert witness fees. and, if First American and/or Garff is
successful, will suffer damages in the amount of a judgment requiring National Title and Rowley
to reimburse First American and/or Garf£
29.

Additionally, Chase's improper disbursement of escrow funds has significantly

damaged National Title's goodwill with its customers, led to First American terminating its
relationship with National Title, and forced National Title to close its doors in December 2013.
30.

Chase's actions have also damaged Rowley's reputation in the title insurance

industry.

6
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty)

31.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
32.

Chase Bank had a fiduciary duty to National Title to safeguard the Trust Account

33.

Chase Bank has breached its fiduciary duty by, among other things (1) releasing

funds.

funds from the Trust Account; and (2) doing so without giving National Title proper notice.
34.

National Title has been damaged by Chase Bank's breach beginning in the Fall of

2013 when National Title began incurring attorney's fees and costs to defend against First
American's lawsuit. Additionally, Chase Bank's breach irreparably damaged National Title's
goodwill with its customers and led to First American terminating its relationship with National
Title thereby forcing National Title out of business in December 2013.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Negligence Per Se)

35.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
36.

Utah Code§ 31A-23a-409 provides, in relevant part that "A depository institution

[such as Chase Bank] or other organization holding trust funds under this section may not offset
or impound trust account funds against debts and obligations incurred by the licensee [National
Title]."
37.

National Title deposited escrow funds in the Chase Trust Account.

7
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38.

Chase owed a duty to Plaintiffs under section 31A-23a-409 not to disburse funds

from the Trust Account to offset any debts or obligations incurred by National Title.
39.

Chase Bank breached this duty by releasing funds from the Trust Account in

response to garnishments issued against National Title in violation of Utah Code§ 31A-23a-409.
40.

As a direct and proximate result of Chase's breach of its duty of care, National

Title and Rowley have sustained damages, including (a) having to expend attorney's fees and
costs in defending against the lawsuit asserted by First American and the lawsuit asserted by
Garff; and (b) irreparable harm to National Title's business and Rowley's reputation in the
industry and termination ofNational Title's relationship with First American, which forced
National Title to cease operations in December 2013.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Breach of Contract)

4 I.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
42.

Chase Bank agreed that it would hold funds in trust for real estate transactions

closed by National Title.
43.

Chase Bank understood that the funds were to be held for third parties and that the

funds did not belong to National Title.
44.

Chase Bank has breached the terms of that agreement by releasing funds held in

the Trust Account in response to garnishments issued against National Title.
45.

National Title has been damaged by Chase Bank's conduct, beginning in the Fall

of 2013, by having to expend attorney's fees and costs in defending against the lawsuit asserted
8
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by First American and the lawsuit asserted by Garff. Additionally, Chase Bank's breach
irreparably damaged National Title's goodwill with its customers and led to First American
terminating its relationship with National Title, ultimately forcing National Title out of business
in December 2013.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Equitable Indemnification)

46.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
47.

Chase Bank unlawfully released funds from the Trust Account.

48.

Because of Chase Bank's conduct, National Title and Rowley have been sued by

First American and Garff, and have expended attorney's fees and costs in defending against the
lawsuits.
49.

Under the circumstances, any attorney's fees and costs expended by National

Title and Rowley in defending against First American's lawsuit and/or Garff's lawsuit (and in
satisfying any judgment entered against them in First American's lawsuit and/or in Garff's
lawsuit) should be paid by Chase Bank.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Punitive Damages)

50.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
51.

The above described conduct of Chase Bank was willful and malicious and/or

conduct that represents a knowing and reckless indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs.

9
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52.

Plaintiffs are entitled to punitive damages arising out of Chase Bank's conduct in

an amount to proven more fully at the trial of this matter.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Plaintiffs pray for judgment against Chase Bank as follows:
1.

On Plaintiffs' First, Second and Third Causes of Action, for Plaintiffs' general,

compensatory and consequential damages resulting from Chase Bank's conduct, together with
pre- and post-judgment interest in an amount provided for under Utah law, the exact amount to
be established at the trial of this matter.
2.

On Plaintiff's Fourth Cause of Action, for an award indemnifying Plaintiffs

against the costs incurred and judgment entered, if any, in the lawsuits filed by First American
and Garff against Plaintiffs.
3.

On Plaintiffs' Fifth Cause of Action, for punitive damages in an amount sufficient

to deter Chase Bank from engaging in such conduct in the future.
4.

For Plaintiffs' reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in bringing their

claims, as provided for under Utah law.
For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the
circumstances.
DATED this 15th day of March, 2016.
BENNETT TUELLER JOHNSON & DEERE

Isl Sean A. Monson
Plaintiffs' Address:
571 East Holstein Way
Murray, Utah 84107

Sean A. Monson
Ryan M. Merriman
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Sean A. Monson (#7261)
Ryan M. Merriman (# 14 720)
BENNETT TUELLER JOHNSON & DEERE
3165 East Millrock Drive, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121
Telephone: (801) 438-2000
Email: smonson@btjd.com
rmerriman@btid.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY STATE OF UTAH

NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability corporation; WILLIAM D.
ROWLEY, an individual,

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
Tier3
Case No.: 160901812

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Judge Todd M. Shaughnessy
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, a Delaware corporation,
Defendant.

Plaintiffs, National Title Agency, LLC, and William D. Rowley hereby complain against
Defendant JP Morgan Chase Bank as follows:

PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

National Title Agency, LLC ("National Title") is a Utah limited liability

company formerly doing business in the State of Utah as a title insurance agent.
2.

William D. Rowley ("Rowley") is a resident of the State of Utah. National Title

and Rowley are sometimes collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs."
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3.

Upon infonnation and belief, Defendant JP Morgan Chase Bank ("Chase Bank")

is a Delaware corporation doing business in the State of Utah.

4.

This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code section 78A-5-

5.

Chase Bank is subject to the personal jurisdiction of this Court as it does business

102(1).

in the State of Utah.
6.

Venus is proper in this Court pursuant to Utah Code sections 78B-3-304, 78B-3-

306, and 78B-3-307.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
National Title's Business and Trust Accounts

7.

National Title was formed by Rowley in 2006. It was a licensed escrow and title

agent that closed real estate transactions, including buy and sell transactions and loan
transactions, of commercial and residential real estate in Utah. National Title ceased business
operations on December 31, 2013.
8.

As an escrow agent, National Title held funds in escrow for parties to real estate

transactions and released those funds to the appropriate parties when the transactions closed.
The funds were held in trust accounts at banks. National Title's trust accounts included an
account maintained at Chase Bank (the "Trust Account').

2
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Discovery of Escrow Shortfall and Claims of First American

9.

In mid-October of 2013, National Title discovered that funds were missing from

the Trust Account. Upon investigation, Plaintiffs learned that over $600,000.00 in escrow funds
had been improperly garnished from the Trust Account arising out of judgments entered in two
lawsuits against National Title. Plaintiffs were not aware that judgments had been entered in the
lawsuits or that the Trust Account funds had been garnished (Plaintiffs were not even aware that
one of the lawsuits had been filed).
10.

Upon information and belief, Chase Bank relinquished funds from the Trust

Account in violation of Utah law, the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and in violation of its
fiduciary duties to National Title.
11.

Specifically, upon information and belief, Chase Bank released funds from the

Trust Account in response to garnishments levied against National Title in two cases pending in
the Third District Court in the State of Utah- Hill, et. al. v. Tibbitts, et. al, Case Number
080921870 and Bell, et. al. v. Hemsley et. al, Case Number 080902845.
12.

Chase Bank did so: (I) in spite of the fact that Chase Bank knew that the account

from which the funds were released was an escrow trust account which contained the funds of
(Jf

third parties, not National Title; and (2) without giving National Title proper notice.
13.

For example, upon information and belief, in the Bell case, Chase Bank was

served with a Writ of Garnishment on April 21, 2010 along with Interrogatories to Garnishee.
Chase Bank did not answer the Interrogatories to Garnishee nor did Chase Bank provide notice

3
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to National Title that it had been served with a Writ of Garnishment (or the accompanying
Interrogatories to Garnishee).
~14. Chase Bank was required to serve the Writ of Garnishment and answers to the
Interrogatories to Garnishee on National Title to allow National Title 10 days to object before
releasing any funds to satisfy the garnishment.
#.l_L The Writ of Garnishment stated that Chase Bank must wait 20 days until after

serving the Writ of Garnishment on National Title before releasing any funds to allow National
Title an opportunity to object.
~~Upon information and belief, on May 17, 2010, Chase was served with an order to
show cause relating to its failure to respond to the Writ of Garnishment. That same day, Chase
Bank released $89,783.84 from the Trust Account without notifying National Title. Upon
information and belief, Chase did not prepare a Response to Interrogatories until May 24, 2010,
seven days after it had released the funds.
17.

Likewise, in the Hill case, upon information and belief, Chase received a Writ of

Garnishment with Interrogatories to Garnishee on August 12, 2010.
+&I 8. Chase was required to serve the Writ of Garnishment and answers to the
Interrogatories to Garnishee on National Title to allow National Title IO days to object before
releasing any funds to satisfy the garnishment.
-1+.~Again, the Writ of Garnishment stated that Chase Bank must wait 20 days until
after serving the Writ of Garnishment on National Title before releasing any funds to allow
National Title an opportunity to object.

4
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+8-:20. Upon information and belief, on August 24, 2010, Chase Bank served on the
judgment creditor a completed Response to Interrogatories which identified eight accounts of
National Title (which contained funds totaling $115,829.47) and which correctly omitted the
Trust Account.
~IL_Upon information and belief, on September I, 20 I 0, Chase Bank received a letter

from the attorney representing the judgment creditor requesting payment of the $115,829.47
identified in Chase's Response to Interrogatories.
±fh22. Upon information and belief, on September 16, 2010, Chase Bank prepared and
served on the judgment creditor's attorneys an Amended Response to Interrogatories which
identified the Trust Account as simply a "checking account" with an "account relationship" as
"sole owner" which was contrary to the identification of the Trust Account as a trust account on
all of Chase Bank's records.
±-h23. Upon information and beliet: on September 20, 2010, just four days after
preparing the Amended Response to Interrogatories, Chase Bank sent $514,088.32 from the
Trust Account to the judgment creditor in the Hill case, again without notifying National Title or
giving National Title ~the proper number of days to object.
tt.-24. Plaintiffs did not learn that funds had been garnished out of the Trust Account
until October of2013 when they were notified by Chase Bank that there was a potential shortfall
in the Trust Account.

5
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fr25. Upon discovering that the Trust Account was short, Plaintiffs immediately
informed National Title's underwriter, First American Title Insurance Company ("First

American"), of the shortfall.
24.

First American, under Utah law, is liable to the parties whose funds were

improperly garnished and/or whose funds could not be returned because of the Trust Account
shortfall.
~26. First American made a written demand, in the Fall of2013 after being made
aware of the Trust Account shortfall, on National Title to reimburse First American for any
payments it would be required to make to satisfy its liability to third parties under Utah law.
27.

First American then sued National Title and Rowley on November 26, 2013, for,

among other things, reimbursement for any funds it had to pay to third parties to satisfy its
liability for National Title's trust account shortfall.
28.

Pursuant to an Agency Agreement between First American and National Title,

First American had the right to assume responsibility for any escrow funds in National Title's
possession and demand that National Title transfer the funds to First American.

29.

In December 2013, as part of First American's lawsuit against National Title,

First American sought a preliminary injunction to enforce its right under the Agency Agreement
to take over National Title's escrow accounts and assume liability for any violation of the escrow
instructions.

±6-:30. On December 6, 2013, the court in the First American lawsuit entered a
preliminary injunction, ordering that National Title transfer all escrow funds to First American

6
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and to allow First American to assume responsibility for all ofNational Title's remaining escrow
accounts.
31.

Further, oOn October 6, 2015.,_ National Title and Rowley were served with a

Complaint by Garff Properties-Lehi, LLC ("Garff') in Utah State Court, Fourth District, Case
Number 150401434 alleging claims against National Title and Rowley arising out of Chase
(i;}

Bank's conduct in improperlY release releasing of esermv fundsescrow funds from the Trust
Account.
~32. Garff had deposited escrow funds into National Title's Trust Account, which
could not be returned to Garff because of the Trust Account shortfall, which was caused by
Chase Bank's misconduct.
~33. Because of First American's lawsuit and Garfrs lawsuit, National Title and
Rowley have incurred attorney's fees, expert witness fees, and, if First American and/or Garffis
successful, will suffer damages in the amount of a judgment requiring National Title and Rowley
to reimburse First American and/or Garff.
~34. Additionally, Chase Bank's improper disbursement of esero'N fondsrelease of
funds from the Trust Account has significantly damaged National Title's goodwill with its
customers, led to First American terminating its relationship with National Title, and forced
National Title to close its doors in December 2013.
~35. Chase Bank's actions have also damaged Rowley's reputation in the title
insurance industry.

7
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty)
J.-h36. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the
Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
~3 7. Chase Bank had a fiduciary duty to National Title to safeguard the Trust Account
funds.
*-3 8. Chase Bank has breached its fiduciary duty by, among other things (I) releasing
funds from the Trust Account; and (2) doing so without giving National Title proper notice.
~39. National Title has been damaged by Chase Bank's breach beginning in the Fall of
2013 when National Title began incurring attorney's fees and costs to defend against First
American's lawsuit. Additionally, Chase Bank's breach irreparably damaged National Title's
goodwill with its customers and led to First American terminating its relationship with National
Title thereby forcing National Title out of business in December 2013.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Negligence Per Se)
35.40. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the
Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
36.41. Utah Code § 3 IA-23a-409 provides, in relevant part that "A depository institution
[such as Chase Bank] or other organization holding trust funds under this section may not offset
or impound trust account funds against debts and obligations incurred by the licensee [National
Title]."
37.42. National Title deposited escrow funds in the Chase Trust Account.

8
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Gj)

;&-43. Chase Bank owed a duty to Plaintiffs under section 3 IA-23a-409 not to disburse
funds from the Trust Account to offset any debts or obligations incurred by National Title.
~4. Chase Bank breached this duty by releasing funds from the Trust Account in
response to garnishments issued against National Title in violation of Utah Code§ 3 IA-23a-409.

4-0AS. As a direct and proximate result of Chase Bank's breach of its duty of care,
National Title and Rowley have sustained damages, including (a) having to expend attorney's
fees and costs in defending against the lawsuit asserted by First American and the lawsuit
asserted by Garff; and (b) irreparable harm to National Title's business and Rowley's reputation
in the industry and termination of National Title's relationship with First American, which forced
National Title to cease operations in December 2013.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Breach of Contract)
4h46. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the
Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
47.

On or about February 2008, Chase Bank entered into a written account agreement

(the "Agreement") with National Title, agFeed agreeing that it would hold funds in trust for real
estate transactions closed by National Title.
48.

The signature page of the Agreement clearly identifies National Title's account as

a "Trust Account."
~49. Among other things, the Agreement explicitly incorporated all provisions "of
applicable law or regulation that cannot be varied" by contract.

9
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50.

Chase Bank understood that the funds were to be held for third parties and that the

funds did not belong to National Title.
~51. National Title perfonned all the tenns outlined in the Agreement.
44.52. Chase Bank, on the other hand, has breached the tenns of that agreementthe
Agreement by releasing funds held in the Trust Account in response to garnishments issued
against National Title.
#;.5.1_National Title has been damaged by Chase Bank's conduct, beginning in the Fall
of 2013, by having to expend attorney's fees and costs in defending against the lawsuit asserted
by First American and the lawsuit asserted by Garff. Additionally, Chase Bank's breach
irreparably damaged National Title's goodwill with its customers and led to First American
terminating its relationship with National Title, ultimately forcing National Title out of business
in December 2013.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Equitable Indemnification)
54.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
4&55. Garff deposited escrow funds in the Trust Account.
56.

Chase Bank unlawfully released funds from the Trust Account, leading to a

shortfall in the Trust Account.
57.

Because of the Trust Account shortfall, Garff lost its escrow deposit.

58.

Under Utah law, First American is liable to National Title's customers for the loss

of escrow funds and the Trust Account shortfall
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59.

First American has paid National Title customers to reimburse them for their lost

escrow deposits resulting from the Trust Account shortfall.

60.

Chase Bank is liable to Garff because the Trust Account shortfall caused by

Chase's conduct led to Garff losing its earnest money deposit.
4-7:-61. Chase Bank is liable to First American because First American has paid National
Title's customers to reimburse them for their lost earnest money deposit resulting from the Trust
Account shortfall, which was caused by Chase Bank.
62.

Because of Chase Bank's conduct, National Title and Rowley have been sued by

First American and Garff, and have expended attorney's fees and costs in defending against the
lawsuits.

63.

Any harm to Garff and First American was caused by Chase Bank's unlawful

release of funds from the Trust Account.
4&64. As a result, if National Title and Rowley are found liable to Uarff or First
American, they will fulfill an obligation to a third party to whom Chase Bank is also liable.
4-Q.;65. Because any harm to Garff or First American resulted from Chase Bank's
violation of Utah lawUnder the eireumstanees, any attorney's fees and costs expended by
National Title and Rowley in defending against First American's lawsuit and/or Garfrs lawsuit
(and in satisfying any judgment entered against them in First American's lawsuit and/or in
Garffs lawsuit) should be paid by Chase Bank.

11
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FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Punitive Damages)

~66. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by this reference the above paragraphs of the
Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
*.67. The above described conduct of Chase Bank was willful and malicious and/or
conduct that represents a knowing and reckless indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs.
*.68. Plaintiffs are entitled to punitive damages arising out of Chase Bank's conduct in
an amount to proven more fully at the trial of this matter.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Plaintiffs pray for judgment against Chase Bank as follows:
1.

On Plaintiffs' First, Second and Third Causes of Action, for Plaintiffs' general,

compensatory and consequential damages resulting from Chase Bank's conduct, together with
pre- and post-judgment interest in an amount provided for under Utah law, the exact amount to
be established at the trial of this matter.
2.

On Plaintiff's Fourth Cause of Action, for an award indemnifying Plaintiffs

against the costs incurred and judgment entered, if any, in the lawsuits filed by First American
and Garff against Plaintiffs.
3.

On Plaintiffs' Fifth Cause of Action, for punitive damages in an amount sufficient

to deter Chase Bank from engaging in such conduct in the future.
4.

For Plaintiffs' reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in bringing their

claims, as provided for under Utah law.

12
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For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the
circumstances.
DATED this Ht&-15th day of MaFehJ une, 2016.
BENNETT TUELLER JOHNSON & DEERE

Isl Sean A. Monson
Sean A. Monson
Ryan M. Merriman
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

Plaintiffs' Address:
571 East Holstein Way
Murray, Utah 84107

13
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INTRODUCTION
Thi~ rlnr.,,mont (the "Account Terms"). contains the general terms, conditions and other disclosures for the accounts and services selected by the
Customer and r.nn~tit11tR~ ~n ~greement between the Bank and the CustnmP.r References to "the Bank", when used in the Account Terms, shall
mean JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A .. and any ot its affiliates or subsidiaries. References to the "Customer" in the Account Terms mean the
governmental. nonprofit, or business entity to which the Bank. as an independent contractor, provides accounts and services. All accounts subject to
the Account Terms are, regardless of their location, referred to in this document as "Accounts". The Account Terms may be supplemented or
amended by existing or future agreements, terms, conditions and notices, including, but not limited to any terms contained in an account application,
country addendum, signature card or similar document tor an Account or arrangements regarding specific types of Accounts or services ("Services~)
offered by the Bank. as described herein or which by their terms ("Service Terms?) are subject to the Account Terms. Bv sianina the sianature card,
account application or similar document or by using or contlnuinQ to use anv of the Accounts or Services. the Customer agrees to the Account Terms
ana sucn supplements, amenamems. agreements. terms. cona1t1ons. notices or Service Terms, as app11ca01e.
The Accounts established with the Bank are subject to the Account Terms and relevant Account documentation, which shall include jurisdiction
specific provisions set forth in an account application or country-specific addendum for the jurisdiction in which the Accounts are held (collectively,
"Account Documentation''). The Customer shall not transfer any of its rights and obligations in an Account or with respect to a Service. or create any
form of security interest over such rights and obligations in an Account. without the prior written consent of the Bank.
The Account Terms or Service Terms may vary applicable law or regulation to the maximum extent permitted under any such law or regulation. Anv
provision of applicable law or re11ulation that cannot be varied shall suoersede any r.nnflir.tino term of the Account Terms or Service Terms.

1.

Authorized Persons.

1.1

The Bank is authorized to rely upon any document that indicates the person authorized to act on behalf of the Customer ("Authorized Person")
with respect to the Accounts and Services, until the authority for such Authorized Person is withdrawn by the Customer upon written notice to
the Bank, and the Bank has had a reasonable opportunity to act on the termination instruction. The Customer will provide specimen signatures
of such Authorized Person to the Ban•~ in the manner requested by the Bank.

1.2

Each Authorized Person. subject to any written limitation provided by the Customer and received and accepted by the Bank. is authorized on
behalf of the Customer to: open, operate and close Accounts; overdraw Accounts as permitted by the Bank: appoint and remove Authorized
Persons; execute or otherwise agree to any form of agreement relating to the Accounts or Services, including, without limitation. Account
Documentation; execute guarantees, indemnities or other undertakings to the Bank in relation to guarantees, lette;s of credit or other financial
transactions, or in relation to missing documents; draw. accept. endorse or discount checks. drafts. bills of exchange. notes and other financial
instruments {"Items"); receive materials related to security procedures: and give instructions ("Instructions"). including. without limitation.
requests and payment orders, by means other than the signing of an Item, with respect to any Account transaction. Without limitation. such
Instructions may be given singly or otherwise regarding: (i) the payment. transfer or withdrawal of funds by wire. computer or ether electronic
means. or otherwise: (ii) money, credits. items or property at any time held by the Bank for account of the CListomer: or (iii) any other
transaction of the Customer with the Bank.

1.3

If the Customer provides the Bank with facsimile signature specimens, or if the Customer issues Items with a facsimile signature on one or
more occasions. the Bank is authorized to pay Items signed by facsimile signature (including, but not limited to, computer generated
signatures) if !he actual or purported facsimile signature, regardless of how or by whom affixed, resembles the specimens filed with the Bank by
the Customer, or resembles a specimen facsimile signature otherwise employed for the Customer's benefit.

1.4

The Customer represents that, prior to submitting any document or infonnation, including through any electronic transmission, which
designates the persons authorized to act on the Customer's behalf. including as a user of the Bank's electronic access systems, the Customer
shall obtain from each individual referred to in such document all necessary consents to enable the Bank to process the data set out therein for
the purposes of providing the Service.
·

2,
2.1

Instructions; Security Procedures.
The Bank and the Customer may from time to time agree upon a security procedure to be followed by \he Customer upon the issuance of an
Instruction and/or by the Bank upon the receipt of an Instruction. so as to enable the Bank to verify that such Instruction is effective as that of
the Customer. A security procedure may require the use of algorithms or other codes. identifying words or numbers. encryption. call back
procedures or similar security devices. It Is understood that such security procedure is designed to verify the authenticity of. and not to detect
errors in. Instructions. The Customer. agrees to safeguard such security procedure and to make it available only to persons duly authorized.
Any Instruction, the authenticity of which has been verified through such security procedure, shall be effective as that of the Customer. whether
or not authorized. An authenticated SWIFT or host-to-host (secure communications channel for data transfer) message issued to the Bank in
the name of the Customer shall be deemed to have been given by an Authorized Person. The Customer shall be bound by and adhere to the
security procedures for use of the Service advised to it in writing or electronically by the Bank, as may be revised from time to time upon notice
to the Customer.
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2.2

If the Customer, other than with respect to security procedures. chooses to confirm an Instruction. any confirmation must be clearly marked as
such, and, if there is any discrepancy between an Instruction and a confirmation. the terms of the Instruction shall prevail. Subject to Section
5.6, the Bank may, at its option, use any means to confirm or clarify any request or Instruction, even if any agreed security procedure appears
to have been followed. The Bank is not obligated to confirm any Instructions. If the Bank is not satisfied with any confirmation or clarification, it
may decline to honor the Instruction.

2.3

This Sedion 2.3 shall govern arrangements where the Customer authorizes the Bank to allow a third party (a "Third Party") lo access and
provide Instructions against an Account. including, without limitation. to initiate payments and transfers against an Account. The Customer may
request that the Bank provide access to an Account to a Third Party by submitting an access request in a form acceptable to the Bank (an
•Access Request•).

(a) The Customer confirms that the Third Party. as set forth in the Access Request, is authorized by the Customer to issue Instructions to the
Bank and to access and receive balance and transaction information (including without limitation account stetements. information reporting
and transaction advices) in relation to an Account via any method of communication, including but not limited to the Bank's electronic
channels. facsimile transmission. !n writing, by telephone and SWIFT (each a "Delivery Method'1.

~

3.

(b)

Subject to the Third Party's completion of appropriate documentation (as may be required by the Bank), the Third Party may issue
Instructions and access the Account as contemplated hereunder. The Bank is authorized to act upon a:iy Instruction that it receives from
the Third Party on behalf or the Customer, regardless or the identity or the individual transmitting the Instruction and without any further
authority from or reference to the Customer, provided that the Instruction is verified pursuant to the agreed upon security procedures, and
notwithstanding that the Instruction may result in an overdraft of an Account. The Customer acknowledges that the Bank is authorized to
act upon any Instructions purported to be given by any signatory of the Third Party who has been ~cminated by the Third Party in a form
acceptable to the Bank, and such signatory of the Third Party shall be deemed an Authorized Person with respect to the provisions of these
Account Terms relating to the use of Accounts and the giving of Instructions with respect to the Accounts. The Bank is authorized to act
upon any Instructions received via any of the SWIFT BIC codes specified in an Access Request whether or not such SWIFT BIC codes are
associated with the Customer or the Third Party.

(c)

Instructions given by the Third Party with respect to an Account pursuant to the terms of this Section 2.3 shall be deemed to be Instructions
or communications given on behalf of the Customer for all purposes of these Account Terms.

(d)

The Customer may revoke an Access Request at any time by giving the Bank written notice of such revocation. The notice of revocation
shall be sent to the address of the Bank officer or service representative managing the Account or to any other address notified by the Bank
to the Customer from time to time. The Bank shall have a reasonable time to act on any notice received.

Deposits.

3.1

All Items deposited or cashed are·received for collection only. and are received subject to final payment. The Bank may agree with other banks
and clearing houses to vary procedures regarding the colledion or return of Items, end deadlines to the extent permitted by applicable law or
practice. The Bank chooses the method of collecting Items and may use other banks in the process. The Bank will present Items in
accordance with the custom and practice of the jurisdiction in which the Items are collected. The Bank is not responsible for actions taken by
other banks, nor for the loss or destruction of any Item in the possession of other banks or in transit. The Customer agrees to use reasonable
efforts to assist the Bank in locating or obtaining replacements of Items lost while in the Bank's possession.

3.2

Credits and deposits to an Account will be available in accordance with the Bank's availability policy and in accordance with applicable laws. I~
the Bank credits an Account: (i) in contemplation of receiving funds for the Customer's credit and those funds are not actually received by the
·sank, or (ii) in reliance on a transaction which is subsequently returned. reversed, set aside or revoked. or if the Bank does not receive funds
for the Customer's credit for value on the date advised by or on behalf of the Customer, or if final settlement is not received by the Bank for any
reason, then the Bank shall be entitled to debit any Account of the Customer with the amount previously credited and/or with any other charges
incurred. even if doing so creates or increases an overdraft.

3.3

If an Item is processed by the Bank on a collection basis, the Bank may defer credit or payment for a reasonable time. in accordance with its
practices, without dishonor: and the Bank shall not be obligated thereon until it has remitted final payment.

~

4.

Payment of Items.

4.1

The Bank is authorized to pay any Item drawn on the Account, in accordance with the Bank's usual procedures, including, without limitation,
any item that purports to be a substitute check. The Bank is authorized to debit the Account on which the Item is drawn on the day the Item is
presented, certified or accepted, or at such earlier time that the Bank receives notice by electronic or other means that an Item drawn on an
Account has been deposited for collection. The Bank may determine Account balances in order to decide whether to dishonor an Item for
insufficient funds at any time between receiving such presentment or notice and the time of the return of the Item, and need make no more than
one such determination.

4.2

The Bank is authorized to pay all Items presented to it or cashed at the Bank. regardless of amount and without inquiry as to the circumstances
of issue, negotiation or endorsement or as to the disposition of proceeds, even if drawn, endorsed or payable to cash, bearer or the order of the
signer or any Authorized Person or to a lender in payment of that individual's obligations.
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4.3

The Customer shall immediately notify the Bank if it becomes aware that any Items (whether completed or blank) are lost or stolen. The
Customer shall not use its Account to allow any third party to issue checks er otherwise use the Account unless specifically agreed to in writing
by the Bank. The Customer shall not issue Items that are post-dated, and the Bank shall not be liable for any damages caused by premature
payment or certification of a post-dated Item. Further, the Customer shall net put any condition. restriction or legend on any Item, and the Bank
is not required to comply with any such condition, restriction or legend.

4.4

The Bank may process any .Item by electronic means. All Items the Customer draws against any Account must comply with the Bank's check
specifications and image standards. published from time to time, and industry standards. The Bank shall not be liable for damages or losses
due to any delay or failure in procuring. collecting or paying Items not conforming to such specifications or standards. except to the extent such
losses or damages are the direct result of the Bank's gross negligence or willful misconduct.

5.

Funds Transfer Instructions.

5.1

The Customer may issue funds transfer Instructions against Accounts, subject to the Bank's acceptance. Funds transfer Instructions will be
received. processed and transmitted only on the Bank's funds transfer business days, and within the Bank's established cut-off hours on such
days. Communications requesting cancellation or amendment of payment orders must be received at a time and in a manner affording the
Bank a reasonable opportunity to act on the communication. The Customer may reverse. amend. cancel or revoke any Instructions only with
the consent of the Bank and the beneficiary's bank. The Bank will debit the Account for the amount of each funds transfer Instruction accepted
by the Bank. and the Customer authorizes the Bank to debit the Account for all fees associated with any funds transfer Instruction. including
debit and credit processing charges. or to otherwise deduct such fees from the amount of the payment order. In processing the funds transfer.
o1her banks may deduct fees from the payment order issued to them. No restrictions upon the acceptance of funds transfer Instructions by the
Bank or upon the Accounts that the Bank may debit shall be binding unless agreed to by the Bank in writing. The Bank shall not be required to
inquire into the circumstances of any transaction.

5.2

Notwithstanding any Instructions by the Customer to the contrary, the Bank reserves the right to use any funds transfer system and any
interrnediary bank in the execution of any funds transfer Instruction and may otherwise use any means of executing the funds transfer
Instruction which the Bank deems reasonable in the circumstances.

5.3

In connection with any funds transfer. the Bank and other financial institutions may rely upon the identifying number of the beneficiary, the
beneficiary's bank or any intermediary bank included in the funds transfer. Also, the beneficiary's bank in the funds transfer Instruction may
make payment on the basis of the identifying number even though it identifies a person different from the named beneficiary. Accordingly. the
Customer shall be responsible for the consequences of any inconsistency between the name and idenlif)'ing number. as instructed. of any
party in such a funds transfer Instruction.

5.4

If the Bank accepts a funds transfer Instruction issued in (i) the Customer's name for payment in a currency :the "Non-Account Currency") other
than the currency (the "Account Currency") of the Account or (ii) a Non-Account Currency where the Customer is the beneficiary, the Bank is
authorized (unless otherwise agreed in writing and subject to any restrictions under applicable law or regulations) to enter into a foreign
exchange transaction with the Customer to convert the relevant amount of Non-Account Currency into an amount of Account Currency at a
foreign exchange rate and spread. and at such date and time. as the Bank determines in its discretion. In the case of an Instruction for
payment in a Non Account Currency, the Bank is authorized to debit the Account for the converted amount of Account Currency. The
applicab!e foreign exchange rate may differ from rates at which comparable transactions are entered into with other customers or the range of
foreign exchange rates at which the Bank otherwise enters into foreign exchange transactions on the relevant date. Any such foreign
exchange transaction will be between the Bank and the Customer as principals, and the Bank will not be acting as agent or fiduciary for the
Customer.
Notwithstanding any prior action or course of dealing, subject to applicable law and regulations. the Bank has no obligation to cancel. reverse
or otherwise buy back foreign currencies purchased by the Customer under a Service and the Bank makes no commitment to buy back
currencies. The Customer acknowledges that it may not be able to sell back certain foreign currencies once purchased.

5.5

If the Customer elects to settle foreign exchange transactions by draft, the Customer acknowledges and agrees that in the event the draft is not
presented for payment within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days from the date of issuance. the Bank, subject to any restrictions under
applicable law or regulations. shall ha,,e the right to cancel the draft. and the Customer authorizes the Bank ~o reconvert the funds and re-credit
the Customer's Account in- the Account Currency at a foreign exchange rate and spread. and at such date and time, as the Bank determines ir.
its discretion. If the remitter is no longer a customer of the Bank. the Bank may, in its discretion. transfer balances to an unclaimed moneys
account. or issue a cashier's check, sending it to the address of the Customer on the books and records of the Bank. In the event that the
payee, holder or other third party claims against the Bank on a cancelled draft, the Customer agrees that it shall be responsible for any losses
In connection with such cancellation. Including any amount recredited or otherwise paid to the Cus1omer. The Customer acknowledges and
agrees that applicable service charges and expenses, including stop payment and periodic malntena,ice fees. may be charged to the
Customer's Account or otherwise deducted from the amount to be paid to the Customer.

5.6

Unless the Customer and the Bank have agreed in writing to an alternate security procedure, the authenticity of oral or written (including those
transmitted Qy facsimile) funds transrer Instructions mc1y. at the Bank's discretion, be verified by telephonic call-back confirmation with an
Authorized Person. The Customer agrees that this security procedure is commercially reasonable for such Instructions. The Customer further
agrees to be bound by such funds transfer Instructions, whether or not authorized. ir issued in the name of the Customer using such security
procedure.
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6.

Interest; Fees; Taxes.

6.1

The Bank may pay interest on certain balances in interest-bearing Accounts at a rate determined by the Bank. The Bank may adjust Interest
paid {or principal. if permitted by law) and/or impose any charges on time deposit Accounts or fixed term Ar.counts from which withdrawals are
made prior to maturity. Early withdrawal charges may require a reduction in the principal amount if the amount of accrued and unpaid interest
on the deposit is less than the charge. Where the Bank makes a payment of interest to the Customer. the Bank Is authorized to deduct or
withhold any sum on account of any tax required, or which in its view is required, to be so deducted or withheld or for which it is in its view liable
or accountable by law or practice of any relevant revenue authority of any jurisdiction and in each case in accordance with the Bank's usual and
customary business practice and the Bank shall pay the net amount of the interest to the Customer.

6.2
(a)

The Bank may impose. charge, pass-through and modify fees and/or charges for Accounts and Services provided by the Bank. including.
but not Umited to. transaction. maintenance, balance-deficiency, and service fees and other charges. including those levied by any
governmental authority and taxes (collectively "Fees"). The Customer will pay all Fees. The Bar,k may from time to time receive
commission. rebate or similar payments from other banks or third parties which may derive from a portion of the Fees ultimately borne by
the Customer. The Bank may debit any Account for Fees. whether or not such debit may result in an ove,rdraft of the Account.

(b)

All payments (inclusive of. but not limited to. Fees and interest on overdrafts) from the Customer to the Bank shall be in full. without set-off
or counterclaim. and free of any deduction or withholdings related to any tax or other claim, unless a deouction or withholding is required by
law. If any deduction or withholding is required by law in respect of any payment due to the Bank, the Customer shall:
(i)

ensure that the deduction or withholding is made:

(ii)

pay the full amount deducted or withheld applicable authority in accordance with the applicable

Jaw:

(iii) if the payment is to be made by the Customer, increase the payment in respect of which the deduction or withholding is required
so that the net amount received by the Bank after the deduction or withholding shall be eaual to the amount which the Bank
would have been entitled to receive in the absence of any requirement to make any deduction or withholding; and

(iv) deliver to the Bank, within thirty days after it has made the payment to the applicable authority, a certified copy of the original
receipt issued by the authority. evidencing the payment to the authority of all amounts required to be deducted or withheld.
6.3

In addition .to any Fees or other amounts due. the Customer will pay or reimburse the Bank for any taxes (including, but not limi1ed to, value
added taxes. sales taxes and similar taxes), levies. imposts, deductions. charges, stamp, transaction and other duties and withholdings
{together with any related interest, penalties. finet, and expen!ic:.) in connection with the Account or Service!; (it'\ciui.Jiuy r,,ayrnenls ur re~ipls to
an Account) except if imposed on the overall net income of the Bank. The Customer will provide the Bank such documentation, declarations.
certificatinns ::ind information ;u; tt-ie Rank may require in connection with taxation and warrants that such information i3 true and correct in every
respect and shall immediately notify the Bank if any infonnation requires updating or correction.

7.

Account Statements.

The Bank will issue Account statements, confirmations. or advices ("Account Statements") at the frequency and in the manner advised to the
Customer from time to time. The CustnmAr ii:: rR~Q0~'3ibl'2 foF e.nuring •hat an A11thnri7Arl Person promptly examines each Account Statement and
anv accompanying Items which it receives 01· madR availAhlR tn it hy the !3ank and rP.nnrting ::any irregularities tn the B::ink in writing ir.r.lurlinn Rny
claim of iD1prooe, nr unaut1'1orized tu!"d~ fr::in~fAr acfr.w~ The Bank shall not be responsible for the Customer's reliance on balance. transaction or
related information tnat ts subsequently updated or corrected or for the accuracy or timeliness of information supplied by any third party to the Bank.
Internet Account Statements or electronic Account Statements. if applicable, shall be deemed by the Customer and the Bank to be available to the
Customer when the Account Statements are posted on the Internet and the Bank sends an electronic mail notification of availability to the Customer,
or when the Bank sends the electronic Account Statement to the Customer. For purposes of determining when an Item is sent to the Customer. an
image of an Item or information identifying the Item (i.e. Item number, amount and date of payment) is a sufficient substitute for the actual Item

is

8.

Overdrafts.

8.1

The Bank may debit the Account even though the debit may bring about or increase an .overdraft. Unless otherwise agreed in writing. any
overdraft shall be immediately due and payable by the Customer to the Bank. If the Bank permits an overdraft. the Bank is authorized to
charge Interest on the amount of the overdraft as long as the overdraft is outstanding, at the rate determine::! by the Bank. up to the maximum
rate permitted by law at the time of the overdraft or at the specific rate agreed in writing between the Customer and the Bank. Subject to
applicable laws and regulations. interest shall remain applicable to any negative balance in the Account notwithstanding closure of the Account
and/or termination of these Account Terms. Whether or not the Bank pays an Item that brings about or increases an overdraft, the Bank may
deduct the applicable fees and expenses from the Account without notice. Unless agreed in writing, the Bank is under no obligation to permit
any overdraft or to continue to permit overdrafts after having permitted an overdraft. notwithstanding any prio• action or course of dealing.

8.2

When Items and other deoits to the Account are presented to the Sank for payment on the same day and trere are insufficient available funds
in the Account to pay all of these transactions. the Bank may choose the order in which it pays transactions. including. without limitation, the
largest transaction first or any other order determined by the Bank, in its sole discretion.
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9.

Set Off.
The Bank may at any lime, without prejudice to any other rights which it may have. and without prior notice or demand for payment. combine.
consolidate or merge all or any of the Accounts of the Customer or may retain, apply or set off any money, deposits or balances held in. or
standing to the credit of, any Account in any currency towards payment of any amount owing by the Customer to the Bank or any of its affiliates.
The Bank shall be entitled to accelerate the maturity of any time deposit or fixed term deposit. For the purJ>Oses of this Section the Bank may
-effect currency conversions at such times or rates as it may think reasonable and may effect such transfers between any Accounts as lt
considers necessary. The Customer grants to the Bank a lien and security interest in any Accounts of the Customer at the Bank, in order to
secure any and all obligations and liabilities of the Customer to the Bank or any of its affiliates.

10.

Agents; Information.
The Customer authorizes the Bank to retain agents to perform data processing, collection and other services in connection with the Accounts
and Services. The Customer authorizes the Bank and its affiliates to disclose Account Documentation, Information with respect to accounts and
services provided -to the C\lstomer. any banking transaction, or the Customer itself, if such disclosure is: {I) necessary or desirable. in the Bank~s
opinion. for the Bank to perform its duties or exercise its powers and rights; (ii) to a proposed assignee of the rights of the Bank; (iii) to a branch.
affiliate, subsidiary. employee or agent of the Bank or to its auditors, regulators or legal advisers; (iv) to t11e auditors of the Customer; (v) to
branches, subsidiaries and affiliates for compliance with "know your customer" requirements for purposes of providing products and services to
the Customer; or { vi) permitted ·or required by applicable law, regardless of whether the disclosure is made in the country in which the Customer
resides, in which the Account is maintained, or in which the transaction is conducted. For the avoidance cf doubt. ~he Bank may disclose, or
may instruct its affiliates to disclose. such documentation and information in accordance with the terms set out herein. The Customer agrees
that such disclosures by the Bank and its affiliates may be transmitted across national boundaries and throu~1h networks, including those owned
by third parties.

11.

Liability Limitation; Force Majeure.

11.1

The Bank, its agents, employees, officers and directors. shall not be liable for any damage, loss. expense or liability of any nature which the
Customer may suffer or incur. _excaDLbLlhe extent of direct losses or exoenses attributable to the oross neglicience or willful misconduct of the
Bank. its agents, employees, officers or directors. The Bank, its agents, employees, officers and directors shall not. in any event, be liable for
indirect. special, consequential or punitive loss or damage of any kind (including. but not limited to lost profits). whether or not foreseeable.
even if the Bank. its agents. employees. officers or directors have been advised of the likelihood of such loss or damage, and regardless of
whether the claim for loss or damage is made in negligence. gross negligence. for breach of contract or otherwise: pr.ovided, however. that the
foregoing shall not apply to the extent such loss or damage is caused by fraud on the part of the Bank, its agents. employees. officers or
directors.

11.2

Neither the Bank nor the Customer shall be liable for any loss or damage to the other for its failure to perlorrn or delay in the performance of its
obligation resulting from an act of Goe. act of governmental authority, de jure or de facto, legal constraint. war. terrorism. catastrophe. fire. flood
or electrical. computer. mechanical or telecommunications failure. or failure of any agent or correspondHnt. or unavailability of a payment
system. or any cause beyond its reasonable control.

12.

Indemnity.
The Customer agrees to indemnify and hold the Bank, and its agents, employees, officers and directors, hannless from and against any and all
claims. damages, demands, judgments, liabUities, losses. costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees) resulting directly or indirectly from: (i)
the Bank's acceptance or execution of any request or direction, including. without limitation. Items and Instructions (a) issued in the name of an
Authorized Person. (b) issued in accordance with the agreed upon security procedures or (c) on which the Bank is otherwise permitted to rely:
(ii) the Bank's payment of any taxes, interest or penalty otherwise due from the Customer paid on the Customer's behalf. or for which the Bank
has no responsibility under the Account Terms; or (iii} any action taken by the Bank in accordance with or as contemplated by Section 2.3 of
these Account Terms.

13.

Notices.

All Account Statements and notices may be sent to the Customer by ordinary mail. courier. facsimile transmission. electronic transmission
(including but not limited to SWIFT communication). through internet sites. or by such other means as the Customer and the Bank agree upon
from time to time. at the address of the Customer on the books and records of the Bank. Unless otherwise arranged. all notices to the Bank
must be sent to the Bank officer or service representative managing the Account. and must be sent by ordinary mail. by courier, by facsimile
transmission, by electronic transmission or by such other means as the Customer and the Bank agree upon from time to time. The Bank shaR
have a reasonable time to act on any notices received.

14.

Termination.
Unless otherwise agreed, either the Bank or the Customer may close an Account or terminate a Service by giving the other party not less than
thirty (30) calendar days' prior written notice of intent to close or terminate. Notwithstanding the foregoing. either party may terminate an Account
or a Service upon written notice to the ,,ther party in the event of: {i) a breach of the Account Tenns or Service Terms by the other party; (ii) the
other party's inability to meet its debts as they become due, receivership, administration. liquidation. or voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy; or
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the institution of any proceeding therefor, any assignment for the benefit of the other party's creditors. or anything analogous to the foregoing in
any applicable Jurisdiction. or a determination in good faith by the tenninating party that the financial or business condition of the other party has
become impaired: (iii) a determination by the terminating party, in its sole opinion. that termination is necessary or required by law or regulation.
or as a result of a court or regulatory agency order or proceeding; or (iv) a good faith belief by the termia,ating party that the other party is
engaged in activities that are inconsistent with the terminating party's policies. The Bank shall have a reas.:,nable opportunity to act upon any
termination request. The Bank may (but shall not be obliged to) complete all requests and Instructions received by it prior to receipt of the
termination request, in addition to any request or Instruction accepted on the day termination is to become effective. Notwithstanding anything
to the contrary in any Service Terms, upon the closing of an Account, all Services linked to such Account are simultaneously terminated (unless
otherwise specifically agreed to by the parties) and the Bank's oblfgatlons in respect of such Account or Services will terminate. However. any
such closing or termination shall not affect the Customer's liabilities to the Bank arising prior to. or on. such closing or termination, all of which
shall continue in full force and effect. Interest on overdrafts as provided for in Section 8.1 of the Account Terms shall remain applicable to any
negative balances on the Account after termination hereof. In the absence of Instructions from the Customer, the Bank may transfer balances to
an unclaimed moneys account. or issue a cashier's check, sending it to the address of the Customer on the b,:,oks and records of the Bank.

15.

Account Disclosures.

15.1

The Bank may return or refuse to accept all or any part of a deposit or credil to an Account. at any time. and will not be liable to the Customer
for doing so. even if such action causes outstanding Items to be dishonored and returned, or payment orders to be rejected. Refused deposits
will be returned to the Customer.

15.2

ThA A;:ink m::iy refuse to Allow a withrlr:iw:il frnm

15.3

Any amount standing to the credit of any Account with the Bank is payable exclusively at a branch in the country at which the Account is held:

-:1ny Account in certain cases including, but not limited to, cases where: (i) there is a dispute
about the Account (unless a court or other competent aufhorify has ordered the Bank to allow the withdrawal); (ii) a legal garnishment or
attachment is served. including. but not limited to, a levy. restraining notice or court order: (iii} the Account i$ being used as collateral to secure
a debt: (iv) Account Documentation has not been presented; or (v) the Customer fails to pay a Bank loan or other debt or obligation to the
Bank on time.

however, payment may be suspended from time to time in order to comply with any law. regulation. govenmental decree or similar order. ir.
any jurisdiction. for the time period affecting the Bank, its officers. employees, affiliates, subsidiaries. agents or correspondents. The Customer
acknowledges that deposits held in a branch of the Bank located outside the United States are not payable in the United States and: (i) are not
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other United States governmental agency; (ii) are s1Jbject to cross-border risks:
and (iii) have a lesser preference as compared to deposits held in the United States in the event of a liquidation of the Bank.

16.

Governing Law.

16.1

The Account Terms, the relevant Account Documentation and the rights and obligations of the Customer and the Bank in respect of each
Ar.count shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the country in which the branch holding the relevant Account is
located.

16.2

The Customer and the Bank hereby irrevocably waive all right to, and will not seek, trial by jury in any action. proceeding or counterclaim, of
whatever type or nature, arising out of these Account Terms or the relationship established hereby. Any claim in connection with Accounts
which are the subject of these Account Terms or any Services. unless a shorter period of time is expressly provided. must be brought against
the Bank within two (2) years of the occurrence of the cause of action. except as prohibited by applicable :aw

16.3

In relation to each Account. the courts of the country or state in which the branch of the Bank at which the relevant Account is held shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to settle any disputes that arise out of or are connected with the Account Terms. the relevant Account Documentation
and/or the relevant Account. This section is for the benefit of the Bank only and does not prevent the Benk from taking proceedings in the
courts of any other country or state with jurisdiclion including, to the extent allowed by law. concurrently in any number of countries or states

17.

Miscellaneous.

17.1

If the Account Terms. Account Documentation, including, without limitation, Service Terms, are translated into, or appear in a language other
than English, the English language version shall control.

17.2

The term Bank shall include any successors of the Bank including, without limitation, an assignee or successors of JPMorgan Chase Bank,
N.A. or any affiliate or subsidiary of such bank or any person who, under the laws of the jurisdiction of incorporation or domicile. has assumed
the rights and obligations of the Bank, affiliate or subsidiary hereunder or to which under such laws the same have been transferred.

17.3

Any terms of any supplement, amendment. agreement, Service Terms or notice that are inconsistent with a provision of the Account Terms
shall supersede the Account Terms' provision for purposes of the particular account or Service which is the subject thereof. The Account
Terms supersede and replace any other account conditions previously sent to the Customer.

17.4

Section headings are for convenience only and shall not affect the meaning of the Account Terms. If any provision of the Account Terms shall
be held to be illegal. invalid. or unenforceable the validity of the remaining portions of the Account Terms shall not be affected.
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17.5

The Customer represents and warrants that it shall comply with all applicable laws and regulations. The Benk is reauired to ad in accordance
with 8°nlr oolicies. the laws and reaulations of various lurisdictions relatinQ to the orevention of money laundering and the implementation of
sanctions, includTng but no( limned rb regulations issued by tne U.S. Office of Foreign Assets Control. The R:mk ii; not nhligated to execute
pavment orders or effect any other transaction where the beneficiary or other oayee Is a person or entity with whom the BAnrc 1s proh16ited from
doinQ business bv anv taw or reaulation aoolica'ffie to the Bank. or in any case where compliance would. in the Bank's ooinion. conflict with
applrcable raw or oanKing practice or its own policies and procedures. Where the Bank does not execute a payment oraer or effect a
uansacuon ror slitrt reasons, me B'ifnk may take any action required by any law or regulation applica:,le to the Bank including. without
limitation. freezing or blocking funds. Transaction screening may result in delays in the posting of transactions and/or funds availability.

17.6

The Bank may change or update these Account Terms or Impose other restrictions on the Accounts or Services, as the Bank deems necessary
in the course of its business, at any time, by the sending of notice by means of ordinary mail or through electronic channels. Changes to the
Account Terms which are required by law may be implemented immediately or as required by law. The Bank may waive any of these Account
Terms. but such waiver shall apply only on that occasion. Such waiver shall not constitute a waiver of any other provision of the Account
Terms or Account Documentation. Any such waiver shall not affect the Bank's right to enforce any of its rights with respect to other customers
or to enforce any of its rights with respect to later transac!ions with Customer and is not sufficient to mod:fy the 1erms and conditions of this
Agreement.

17.7

To the extent that the Customer has or hereafter may acquire any immunity (including sovereign, crown or similar immunity) from jurisdiction of
any court, suit or legal process (whether from service of notice. injunction. attachment, execution or enforcement of any judgment or otherwise).
the Customer irrevocably waives and agrees not to claim such immunity.

17.8

The Customer agrees at its sole expense: (I} to advise each of its employees. officers, agents or other persons accessing any Service by or on
behalf of Customer ("Users") of their obligations under the Account Terms or under any Service Terms or ancillary Service material. including,
but not limited to. the obligation to refrain from using the Service via the Internet in the countries identified 'Jy the Bank; and (ii) to provide the
Bank with all information reasonably necessary to setup and provide Services for the Customer, including, t:.ut not limited to. advising the Bank
of the countries from which Users will access any Service via the Internet. Customer shall promptly provide the Bank with a notice of any
claims it receives regarding a Service.

17.9

The Bank or the Customer. at its sole discretion. may make recordings and retain such recordings of telephone conversations between the
Customer and the Bank.

17.10 All payment Instructions. whether Items. payment orders or otherwise, are subject to applicable law and payment system rules.
17.11 The Bank may retain copies {paper, electronic or otherwise) of any documents or Items relatin9 to the Accounts and Services in a form
preserving an image of any such documents or Items, including signatures. or a regular business record and discard the original documents or
Items. The Customer hereby waives any objection to tne use of such records in lieu of their paper equivalents for any purpose and in any
forum, venue or jurisdiction, including, without limitation, objections arising from the Bank's role or acquiescence in the destruction of the
originals.

17.12 All intellectual property rights in or relating to a Service, including any trademarks, service marks. logos. and trade names used in conjunction
with a Service are the property of the Bank or its licensors and are protected by applicable copyright. patent. trademark and other intellectual
property law. Except as provided herein. the Customer shall not reproduce, transmit, sell. display, distribute. establish any hyperlink to. provide
access to, modify, or commercially exploit in whole or in part any part of a Service, without the prior written consent of the Bank.

17.13 To assist in the fight against the funding of terrorism and money laundering activities, applicable law 0r regulations may require financial
institutions to obtain. verify. and record information that identifies each person who opens an account. What this means for the Customer:
When the Customer opens an account, the Bank may ask for the Customer's name. address. date of birth (for individuals). and/or other
information and documents that will allow the Bank to identify the Customer. The Customer agrees that the Bank also may request and obtair:
certain information from third parties regarding the Customer. For purposes of this provision, the Customer. to the extent required by law or
regulation, shall include any signatory on an Account. If the Customer fails to provide or consent to the provision of any such information, lhe
Bank may close any Account or discontinue providing any Service without further notice.

17.14 The Customer agrees that the Bank may deliver. make available and/or make accessible terms and conditions applicable to Accounts and
Services to the Customer via electronic means and channels (including but not limited to by posting such terms on a Bank website). The Bank

may request that the customer ~click" its approval of such terms. Subject to applicable law and regulations. the Customer agrees that the act
of "clicking• its approval (or any similar act. which has the same effect) with respect to any such terms will be evidence of Customer's
acceptance of the applicable terms and conditions. to the same extent. and with the same force and effect. as if Customer had manually
executed a written version of such tenns and conditions.

18.

Disputes over Account Funds.

may refuse to pay out any money from an Account until any dispute over the deno,;lts or funds (inr.ludinsi. without lfmitation. any
;.>etSCP.s a~~ r111thnrt71>!t1 rn represent or act tor the -Customer) has been resolved by a court. or by agreement of the oarties that
ir, documentod to \he 'Bar.k's ~tictfar.tinn The Bank may fife an action In interpleader with respect to any money where the Bank has been
notified of disputed claims to that money. If any person asserts that a dispute exists, the Bank is not requirec to determine whether that dispute
ThP. RMk

dli;pute ,:,~ 'Nl'.at
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has merit in order to refuse to pay funds or interplead the funds. The Customer agrees to reimburse the Bank for any expenses. including legal
and attorneys' fees that the Bank incurs because of any such dispute.

19.

Provisional Re credit.

In connection with any dispute regarding an Account. the Ban\< may choose to credit the Account pending completion of the Bank's investigation
of the dispute. If the Bank determines that the Customer is not entitled to such credit. then. the Bank may re'✓erse the provisional recredit to the
Account. even if that reversal results in an overdraft.
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FILE~ DiSTttiCT COURT
Th 1rd Judicial District

A~JJ -~- : 2016
SALT LAKE COUNTY

By------=--Deputy Clerk
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY, LLC, a Utah limited

RULING AND ORDER

liability corporation and WILLIAM D.
ROWLEY, an individual,

Case No. 160901812

v;
Plaintiff,

Judge Todd Shaughnessy

vs.
JP MORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, a Delaware corporation,
Defendant.

Before the court are Defendant JP Morgan Chase Bank, National Association's Motion to
Dismiss and Plaintiffs National Title Agency, LLC's (National Title's) and William D. Rowley's
("Rowley's") (collectively "Plaintiffs") Motion to Amend. The court heard oral argument on August
15, 2016. Sean A Monson represented Plaintiffs and Nicholas U. Frandsen and Gary E. Doctorman
represented Defendant. Having considered the briefing and arguments of counsel, and for good
cause, the court now rules as follows.
Rule 12(b)(6) permits a district court to dismiss a complaint for "failure to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted."

Utah R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) (2016).

The Court's "inquiry is

concerned solely with the sufficiency of the pleadings, and not the underlying merits of the case."
State v. Apotex Corp, 2012 UT 36, 1] 42, 282 P.3d 66. Defendant argues all of Plaintiffs' claims are

untimely because Plaintiffs' causes of action accrued when Defendant released garnishment funds
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from National Title's Trust Account in 2010. 1 Plaintiffs' contend its causes of action did not accrue
until it suffered damages, which it alleges occurred when it was sued by First American and Garff
Properties-Lehi, LLC ("Garff'') in October 2015, to recover their losses arising from the shortfall in
the Trust Account. Plaintiffs' filed an action in federal district court on September 18, 2015, which
is when the limitations period would be tolled for purposes of this action.
Plaintiffs' brought claims for breach of fiduciary duty, negligence per se, breach of contract,
equitable indemnification, and punitive damages. The claims for breaches of fiduciary duty and
negligence per se are subject to the general four year statute of limitations. See Utah Code§ 78B2-307 (LexisNexis 2016). The court finds that for these causes of action, Plaintiffs' claims accrued
in 2010 when the funds were garnished from its Trust Account. As trustee of the escrowed funds,
National Title had a duty to maintain, account for, and safeguard these funds. See id. § 31A-23a409{1) ("a licensee [title company] is a trustee for money that is paid to, received by, or collected
by a licensee for forwarding to insurers or to insureds.").

National Title also had a duty to

reconcile the monthly bank statements for the Trust Account and maintain account registers with
a running balance to show from whom the funds were received and for whom the funds were
held. Utah Admin. Code § RS90-170-7(1), (4)-(S). Therefore, National Title knew or should have
known the Trust Account had been garnished no later than the month after the Trust Account was

1

Judgments were entered against National Title on April 7, 2010, and May 7, 2010. Writs of
garnishment were issued by the Court and served on Defendant thereafter. Defendant released
funds from National Title's Trust Account on May 17, 2010, and September 20, 2010.
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garnished. National Title was damaged as soon as the garnished funds left the Trust Account
because National Title was overdrawn and would no longer be able to furnish the escrowed funds
back to its customers. The latest National Title could have asserted claims for breach of fiduciary
duty and negligence per se was September 2014. The federal suit was not filed until September
2015, one year after the statute of limitations had run. Accordingly, Plaintiffs' claims for breach of
fiduciary duty and negligence per se are time barred and the claims will be dismissed with
prejudice.
Plaintiffs' claim for breach of contract is similarly time-barred. Generally, claims based
upon a written contract are subject to a six-year limitation period.

Utah Code § 788-2-309.

However, the terms of the contract between National Title and Defendant state that "[a]ny claim
In connection with Accounts which are the subject of these Account Terms or any Services, unless
a shorter period of time is expressly provided, must be brought against the Bank within two (2)
years of the occurrence of the cause of action, except as prohibited by applicable law." 2 Plaintiffs
do not dispute the contract terms, but argue the cause of action did not accrue until the Trust
Account became overdrawn in October 2013. For the same reasons stated above, the contract
claim also accrued when the garnished funds were taken from the Trust Account in 2010, the
claim is time barred and will be dismissed with prejudice.

2

This contract is referenced in the original complaint thus the Court may take notice of it
without converting the motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. Oakwood Village
LLC v. Albertsons, Inc., 2004 UT 101, 1113, 104 P.3d 1226.
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Plaintiffs remaining claim is for equitable indemnification. This claim has three elements:
(1) "the prospective indemnitee ... must discharge a legal obligation owed to a third party," (2)
the prospective indemnitor ... must also be liable to the third party," and (3) "as between the
prospective indemnitor ... and the prospective indemnitee ... , the obligation should be paid by
the indemnitor." Salt lake City Sch. Dist. v. Galbraith & Green, Inc., 740 P.2d 284, 287 (Utah Ct.
App. 1987). While Utah courts apparently have not squarely addressed the issue, cases in other
jurisdictions consistently recognize that a cause of action for equitable indemnification does not
accrue until the prospective indemnitee discharges the legal obligation owed to a third party
either through settlement or satisfaction of a judgment. See, e.g., Donovan v. Flamingo Palms
Villas, LLC, 2012 WL 504033 (D. Nev. 2012) (claim accrues when liability is discharged between

indemnitee and third party); Residential Funding Co., LLC v. Broadview Mortg. Corp., 2014 WL
4104819 (D. Minn. 2014) (claims accrue when payment is made to third party); cf. Galbraith &
Green, 740 P.2d at 286 (settlement entered into between indemnitee and third party before suit

filed against indemnitor).
National Title, as the prospective indemnitee, has not alleged in its complaint that it has
discharged its legal obligation to First American or to Garff.

In fact, the liability as between

National Title and First American or Garff is currently the subject of ongoing litigation. Campi.
,i,i 26-28, 48-49. Until judgment is entered or a settlement reached between Plaintiffs and First

American or Garff, the equitable indemnification claims has not accrued. This claim is therefore
dismissed without prejudice.
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The court also denies Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend because such amendment is futile. See

Jensen v. lHC Hospitals, Inc., 2003 UT 51, 11142, 82 P.3d 1076 (affirming denial of motion to amend
complaint because proposed amendment would not withstand a motion to dismiss and was thus
futile). As discussed above, all but the equitable indemnification claims are barred because the
statute of limitations has run and the equitable indemnification claim has not yet accrued.
Amending the complaint will not cure either of these problems and is therefore futile.

ORDER
The court hereby orders that the claims for breach of fiduciary duty, negligence per se,
breach of contract, and punitive damages are dismissed with prejudice. The claim for equitable
indemnification is dismissed without prejudice.

DATED: August 31, 2016.

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

~
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FILED OiS"'fAICT COURT
Third Judicial Distrfct

SALT LAKE COUNTY
Sy _ _ _ _ _-:~-=-Deputy Cferk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY, LLC, a Utah limited

FINAL JUDGMENT

liability corporation and WILLIAM D.
ROWLEY, an individual,

Case No. 160901812

Plaintiffs,

Judge Todd Shaughnessy

vs.
JP MORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, a Delaware corporation,
Defendant.

Pursuant to Rules 12(b) and 58A of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedures, and for good cause
appearing, judgment is hereby entered in favor of Defendant and against Plaintiffs on all claims, as
set forth in the court's Ruling and Order of today's date. Plaintiffs' claims for breach of fiduciary
duty, negligence per se, and breach of contract are dismissed with prejudice; Plaintiffs' claim for
equitable indemnification is dismissed without prejudice.

DATED: August 31, 2016.
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